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Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.
Letters can also be mailed to P.O. Box 81, Albuquerque, N.M., 87103 or faxed to (505) 346-0660.

Letters—including comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length
and clarity; owing to the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.

Red Light Love

Dear Alibi,
It is time to turn our red light cameras back
on. It has been lightyears since all of our red
light cameras have been removed. Now New
Mexico is number one in pedestrian, bicycle,
hit-and-run and motorcycle fatalities.

Albuquerque has become one of the worse
places to live ever since all of our red light
cameras were removed. Who wants to live in a
place where everyone is getting killed by
automobiles? That red light camera election
was a non-binding election. It was just a
survey. It is time that our City Councilors
voted to bring back our red light cameras.
Fifty-nine thousand people moved out of New
Mexico in the last six years. The criminals and
traffic violators took over our state. Please
contact our new Mayor Keller and City
Councilors to get our red light cameras back.

Sandra Han,
Albuquerque

You’re Welcome

Dear Alibi,
I pick up your paper weekly to read the reviews
on food, movies, TV and enjoy most of your
articles. I also get the biggest laugh out of some
of the over-the-top liberal rants in your letter
section. I know your comics are meant to be
facetious but can't always tell about the letters.
I hope the writers are not thinking their
comments are anything but comical. I see the
opposite type of things on conservative FB

pages and also wonder if they think anyone
takes their BS seriously.

Thanks for the giggles.
Dirk Knowles,
Albuquerque

Diggin’ Don

Dear Alibi,
In response to Don Schrader’s letter [v27 i28],
I applaud him for his honesty and candor. It is
very true that the majority of Americans have
this kind of “USA! … USA!” attitude of how
everybody in the world should feel and view
the US as No. 1. 

Well, as an ex-felon who has been here
since my release from federal prison in April
2015, I have since that time been doing
progressively better with my life. I have my
own apartment, pay monthly bills (on time)
and just strive and thrive to live, as Don
Schrader says, on a very limited ($620 per
month) income. My needs are all met, and
since I do not use any illegal drugs or drink
alcoholic beverages, my life is good, indeed. I
love to get the Alibi every week and look
forward to, hopefully, reading a letter from
Don Schrader.

Mr. Schrader always has a very strong and
eye-opening point of view for others to ponder.
Thank you, Don. Once again you bring across
another point of this country that could use
much improvement, indeed!

John A. Lewis,
Albuquerque a
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WEIRD NEWS

A
N
D

Dateline: Louisiana
A murdered teen's wake included a display

of the body sitting upright and appearing to

play video games. WGNO in New Orleans

reports the family of Renard Matthews, a

teenager who was shot while walking his

dog, arranged to have his body propped up

in a chair, wearing the jersey and matching

socks of his favorite basketball team—the

Celtics—and holding a video game

controller. In front of the body was a TV set

playing a Celtics game, and beside it was a

bag of Doritos and a root beer. Mathews'

wake was held at Charbonnet Labat Glapion

Funeral Home in New Orleans, which has

reportedly been setting up “death scenes”

since 2012. Among its most notable

tableaux were jazz musician Lionel Batiste—

who was displayed standing up—and

Miriam“Mae Mae” Birkbank—a “party girl”

whose body was posed at a table with a glass

of Busch beer and a cigarette in her hand. A

funeral home in another part of the world

has also been making headlines with the

practice. Marin Funeral Home in Puerto

Rico has reportedly displayed a boxer posed

as though he's about to enter the ring, a

comic book fan wearing a Green Lantern

costume, a cab driver at the seat of his

vehicle with his hands on the wheel and

others. Some social media commenters have

called the practice “extreme embalming.”

Dateline: Egypt
The former Grand Mufti of Egypt has drawn

criticism after suggesting that the

underprivileged eat cake if they cannot

afford meat. As Egyptians face an economic

crisis of rapidly rising inflation and

government-sanctioned price hikes, fuel,

property and food prices have skyrocketed,

causing many to become disillusioned with

the country's leaders. According to Al

Bawaba, former grand Mufti of Egypt Ali

Gomaa took to a local TV station to address

citizens' concerns over a recent

governmental meat price hike. During the

broadcast, the famous imam reportedly

defended the government's austerity

measures and told viewers that if meat was

too expensive, it could be substituted with

two pieces of cake instead. According to

Gomaa, people need to consume 3,200

calories a day. He said a piece of cake

contains 900 calories, “which means if I ate

two pieces then that will be enough, and I

won’t need a breakfast or a dinner or

whatever else.” Detractors were quick to

point out that the imam's nutritional

knowledge was flawed, and that his words

were reminiscent of the famous quote “Let

them eat cake,” allegedly spoken by Marie

Antoinette during the French Revolution.

Dateline: United Kingdom
An alleged serial flasher is in custody

because of his habit for eating gummy

candies. Since April of this year, Durham

City police have been investigating reports

of a man wearing nothing but running shoes,

who was exposing himself to women as they

jogged or walked on trails near a local river.

The serial flasher reportedly exposed himself

to at least a dozen women. Sunderland Echo

reports that after a series of operations—

including the use of undercover female

officers—police were finally led to a suspect

after discovering an empty bag of Haribo

gummy candies and an accompanying

receipt at a spot where authorities believe

the man would hide to wait for victims.

Officers went to the store where the candy

was purchased and reviewed CCTV tapes

from around the time that was printed on

the receipt. They were able to capture

images of the suspect and trace the man to

his home. According to reports, the 18-year-

old suspect admitted to police that he was

the flasher and was arrested. He has since

been admitted to a behavioral intervention

program. 

Dateline: Washington
A suspected burglar was arrested after

allegedly breaking into an escape room and

becoming trapped. According to CNN,

emergency services in Vancouver, Wash.,

received a 911 call last week from a man

who was trapped at a NW Escape

Experience—a business that offers a physical

game experience which requires patrons to

solve a series of puzzles to escape a room.

The man reportedly broke into the business

through the back door and allegedly stole a

cell phone, a TV remote, a beer and a

burrito. Police say that when he attempted

to leave, he had trouble getting out the way

he came in, because the door had been

damaged during the break-in. He eventually

called 911 from the front desk to ask for

help. While waiting, he did manage to get

the door to open, but was intercepted by

officers as he left the building. The man is

reportedly facing a charge of second degree

burglary. The man was inside the building

for only 35 minutes, but owner Rob

Bertrand says the record-breaking robber has

to be disqualified because he called

authorities. “That's not a win,” Bertrand

said, “He quit.” a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news

to josh@alibi.com.

Al’s Beads and Silver

Not just another bead store

2119 San Mateo NE

Alsbeadsandsilver.com

505-379-0649

glass beads, bling, turquoise, native american jewelry, 

heishi, rough cutting stone, & collectables
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Guardianship Reforms Active
New oversight and reporting procedures for the
state's highly criticized guardianship system
were released by authorities last week.

Albuquerque Journal reports Senate Bill
19—introduced to shield incapacitated New
Mexicans under court-ordered guardianship or
conservatorship from exploitative behavior—
took effect July 1. The new law is expected to
create more transparency within the state's
guardianship system by opening guardianship
hearings to the public and allowing families the
opportunity to view confidential reports
concerning their relations' cases if approved by
a judge. It also restricts guardians from banning
family visits. Guardians and conservators are
also required to keep financial records for seven
years and comply with yearly audits.

Last month, the state Supreme Court
announced it would be requiring guardians and
conservators to report fees they've charged to
the incapacitated person’s estate. Conservators
must also explain how those fees were decided
upon. 

Former Tax Secretary Plea Delayed
The former head of New Mexico’s Taxation and
Revenue Department appeared in court last
week while facing multiple charges of public
corruption.

The New Mexico Attorney General's office
filed a criminal complaint against former Tax and
Revenue Department Secretary Demesia
Padilla last month, alleging she attempted to
use her position to remove penalties against
one of her clients. It was also alleged that she
embezzled more than $25,000 from the client.

Last week, the Santa Fe New Mexican
reported Padilla was arraigned before a state
District Judge, who scheduled her preliminary
hearing for Oct. 29. The former tax secretary
did not enter a plea, which her lawyer said
would be inappropriate at the time. The judge
released Padilla without bond on her own
recognizance under the conditions that she not
visit the tax department, contact any witnesses
or use illegal drugs or drink excessively. Padilla
will not have to enter a plea until the hearing in
October. She faces three felony charges and
five misdemeanors.

Water Planners Seeking Comment
The state's newest draft water plan was
released earlier this month, outlining the
challenges dry conditions and changing climate
present New Mexico's drinking and irrigation
stores. For the first time, state water managers
are looking to hear comments on the plan from
the public.

The draft was written by the New Mexico
Interstate Stream Commission and the New
Mexico Office of the State Engineer. The water
plan is updated every five years, in accordance
with the State Water Plan Act. The new draft
recommends reserving groundwater for periods
of drought, establishing sharing agreements
between communities as well as researching
desalination and other alternatives. 

New Mexico is currently suffering from
uncommonly high temperatures and drought.
According to The Associated Press, forecasters
believe the monsoon season will be unable to
produce the amount of rain needed to counter
current conditions.

The OSE and ISC are asking for public
comment on the draft, which can be found at
ose.state.nm.us. The comment period will end
on Aug. 10. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEENEWS | FEATURE

Watching the Detectives
City’s Police Oversight Committee meets

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

H
ot dogs are not the only things getting grilled
during the midsummer in Dirt City. At their
July 12 meeting, members of the Police

Oversight Board had a few hot questions for the
Albuquerque Police Department’s top brass.

Who’s Doing the Grilling?
The Civilian Police Oversight Agency’s Police
Oversight Board is comprised of nine members
appointed by the City Council for three-year
staggered terms. Current members are Chair
Leonard Waites, Vice Chair Chantal M.
Galloway, Eric Cruz, Joanne Fine, Dr. William
Kass, Valerie St. John and Chelsea N. Van
Deventer. Board member Eric Cruz was not in
attendance.

The CPOA/POB investigates police
misconduct and makes findings regarding alleged
misconduct. The existence of the CPOA is
required under the US Department of Justice’s
Court Approved Settlement Agreement with
the city. Recently, questions were raised about
the training of detectives after allegations of
shoddy investigations surfaced.

Top Cops Speak
Police Chief Mike Geier, along with
Commander Paul Duran, answered questions
about how the department selects and trains its
detectives. Board members were talking about
mistakes made by detectives during the
investigation following the August 2016 murder
and dismemberment of 10-year-old Victoria
Martens. Apparently detectives believed the
mother’s mind boggling sinister tall-tales and
therefore did not rush testing the actual DNA
evidence; when they did get around to it, testers
discovered unknown male DNA from a killer
who is still on the loose. “There are a lot of
lessons to be learned from Victoria Martens,”
Geier said. 

Board members wanted to know what went
wrong regarding the lapse in DNA testing and
other problems with criminalistics. They also
wanted to know what action can be taken in the
future to ensure qualified detectives are on board
to solve all crimes. Both Geier and Duran said
the department is learning from this and other
high profile cases that led to recent accusations
of investigations being mishandled. “We are
looking forward,” Geier said. 

Déjà vu: Hearing APD brass say they are
learning from their mistakes and looking forward
is something that was repeated over and over by
former administration’s brass, particularly in the
Berry administration. But now, the public wants
to know if crimes are getting properly
investigated, and CPOA/POB wants answers to
their questions.

Random Explanations
Rumor had it that there were only five homicide
detectives on the roster when the Victoria
Martens case was being investigated in 2016, in a
metro area approaching a million people, amidst
many dozens of unsolved violent crimes. Duran
said there are now 10 homicide detectives within
the department. Both he and Geier said that
there is no formal training path within the
department for general, much less homicide
detectives. It was a little confusing trying to
figure out what the top brass were actually saying
about how an officer can become a detective.
But it sounds like officers could put their name
out on a list to attend one of the few available
trainings, or maybe if they knew someone on the
inside they could get a leg up on a promotion. 

Duran said that now APD is looking at new
standardized practices and training for detectives.
Officers chosen will follow a career-focused path
starting as a general detective with less serious
cases. As the officer learns the ropes, they would
move on to working on more complicated and
higher profile crimes. Duran said the department
is considering asking some retired homicide
detectives to return to the department. He said
this would help with the heavy load of cases to
investigate, and also bring some needed detective
experience back to the department.

Backlog Within the Backlog
Board members asked how the department was
doing, going through its years old backlog of use-
of-force cases. The department has said it has a
new system in place to make doubly sure its
officers use a reasonable amount of force and
only when necessary. One board member said
they had been waiting three years for these cases
to come to their table for review but have not
seen any of the backlog cases yet. The report said
APD has 315 use-of-force cases to review with

only 34 of them currently getting any eye time.
The department created a whole new
compliance bureau to get through the bottleneck
of cases, so that should be helping resolve
matters. But department insiders say it is
complicated and each case takes from 14 to 40
hours to review. A report on the progress of the
backlog is due on Aug. 31 to US District Court
Judge Robert Brack who is overseeing the
consent decree.

Numbers
One public speaker said the city is experiencing
an epidemic in homicides. There has been, in
fact, a recorded 50 percent increase in homicides
to date over last year. And just about every
morning there seems to be another person killed
by another person in a bad way within our fair
metro area. There have been 41 homicides so far
this calendar year. In June, the city’s police
department had 44,774 calls for service with
about 840 sworn officers, but not all take calls.
But more encouraging statistical news shows the
number of rapes, auto, commercial and
residential burglaries, robberies and aggravated
assaults have fallen in number from this time last
year.

In other crime stats discussed at the meeting
of the CPOA, from July 9 through July 15, the
city/county jail booked in 461 people from
various law enforcement agencies in the metro
area. The city/county jail has an average daily
population of about 1,200. a

The CPOA/POB meets at 5pm on the second

Thursday of the month in the Vincent E. Griego

Chambers in the basement of City Hall. The meetings

are streamed on Channel 16 and on GOV-TV. More

information, such as agendas and how to file a

complaint, can be found at www.cabq.gov/cpoa .

COURTESY OF CABQ.GOVAPD Chief Mike Geier
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A Timely ART Update
Notes from Monday’s press conference … and then some

BY AUGUST MARCH

O
kay, I get it. It’s about 100 degrees on a
bright, sunny Monday during the middle of
summer in Albuquerque. This is what it

must feel like waiting for the bus, I think to
myself as I sit in my new car with el aire

acondicionado off because it’s the day before
payday and I am notorious for trying to save a
penny here and there, subsequently and
steadfastly refusing to fill up before then.

I wonder if Mayor Keller will take the bus to
the press conference whose beginning I await
with the same sense of jaded optimism many of
my peers feel when thinking about the ART
project. I wonder if the mayor will appear,
exiting the number 766 bus, in the heart of
Uptown for Crissakes, to triumphantly declare
the long-awaited service a-go. Theoretically, he
could have caught the bus by taking a short walk
from his office to the nearest stop, I reckon.
Further, the lately lambasted dream-child of
former Mayor Richard Berry may finally be
nearing completion. Imagine that. Or don’t.

Better yet, imagine conveniently and
efficiently taking one of the current buses
attached to ABQ Ride back home to the far NE
Heights or the deep North Valley from the
beautiful and well-designed terminal at Uptown
where the mayor is about to speak. Unless
you’ve got a couple of hours to kill, that ain’t
happening. And if you happen to be an income-
restricted, working class, daily rider anyway,
then God bless you for having to sit out in the
middle of this damned summertime heat while
you wait for buses that only come once every 30
minutes.

Anyway, Keller’s usually late for these things,
and today is no exception. Even the closely
coifed, beautifully appointed and bourgeois-
bound teevee media and government office folks
are starting to melt down when Keller suddenly
appears with his entourage and walks
confidently toward the podium that an assistant
had erected only minutes before.

The mayor is here to talk about ART. No, it’s
not quite ready to go. Don’t laugh and please
don’t cry. According to the mayor of the city of
Albuquerque, we are all positively moving closer
to the day when ART will operate in El Duque.

The FTA
Keller began his remarks by reminding the press
and therefore the citizens who view the press as
an important part of the democratic
communication process, that we are all in this
together. The mayor then stated he had some
relatively new and important news to share.

The first of the updates has to do with
funding for the project. When the mass transit
debacle was first proposed and approved, it was
done so with the inclusion of a substantial grant

from the Federal
Transit Authority
shaping the plans. A
grant from a program
called Small Starts,
valued at about $75
million, was mentioned
but never actually
acquired by the original
planners in the Berry
administration.
However, the Keller
administration learned
this week that the FTA
has approved funding
in the amount of $14
million for ART. Keller
says this money is from
a different source than
the Small Starts grant,
which is still awaiting
federal approval.

The mayor noted
that his administration
is in constant contact
with the transit authority administration and
that the city continues to meet criteria
established for the grant, consequently, “we may
or may not get the funding.” City officials are
also working in tandem with the FTA on
establishing a deadline for funding confirmation,
so that local government has time to develop
and implement economic contingency plans.

Keller continued his remarks on ART
funding by reminding citizens that all of the
money being discussed with regards to funding
the project has already been spent—ART has
been built and mostly equipped—and any
money received will be used to reimburse the
city for money it previously paid Bradbury
Stamm, the main ART contractor.

Because a large chunk of feria for ART
remains to be repaid by federal funding, some
new capital outlay projects may be delayed,
Keller’s administration has noted, but because it
has been built and is paid for, the city owns the
project and all its accouterments, for better or
for worse. And those canopied stops are pretty
cool, eh carnales?

Driving with ART
Before handing off the news conference to City
Transit Director Bernie Toon, Keller had some
more advice for citizens, telling everyone
gathered that we should all think about, “how as
a city we are going to adjust and adapt to this
project as it slowly comes on line. It is going to
take years for our city to, essentially, learn to
drive with this project. It’s just a reality.” Bus
drivers are going to start training on the main
ART route at the end of July, Keller said.

Director Toon concurred, providing a
narrative of a policy that will manifest by

buses would get about 275 miles per charge.
In reality, city scientists have shown the

buses only get 177 miles per charge.
Consequently, Rael’s update also comprised a
solution to this basic problem of economy: a
review of plans to build more charging units for
ART—gratefully designed, engineered and paid
for by bus manufacturer Build Your Dreams—to
ensure the project’s operation at the highest
efficiency possible (when it all comes together of
course, probably this winter, ese).

The additional charging stations will be built
at the Uptown stop, at the ART stop at Coors
Blvd., and Central Ave. and at Tramway Blvd.,
and Wenonah St. Rael believes this will increase
the overall success of the project. Construction
on the charging stations will begin within the
next two months and Rael hopes to see the new
stations operational “by late fall.”

When Can I Ride the ART?
After all was said and done, Mayor Keller
stepped forward to say he has been trying to find
a path forward for ART for some time. He sees
the pieces that came together this week as
hopeful developments. He said he wanted to
remind folks that “breaking up with BYD,
scraping the whole thing was a $200 million
hit.”

How that potential loss compares to the
economic shock already felt by small business
owners along the ART route remains to be seen;
hopefully by the time the system becomes
operational during the winter—Keller’s latest
estimate for ART functionality—the city and its
leadership team, Council included, will have
found a way to support those most impacted by
Berry’s fever dream. a

providing extensive training to busmen taking
the ART route under task. He affirmed that a
key element to establishing service involves
driver familiarity with the electric buses the city
bought for the project. “We’re beginning driver
training in the ART corridor, starting on July
27,” he continued, emphasizing the need for safe
operation of the new system of buses, machinery,
computers and people.

Once the training starts, Toon advised, local
law enforcement agents will begin actively
looking for vehicles that try to circumvent or
ignore the new rules of the road noting that,
“APD will especially be looking for drivers that
cross or occupy the ART lanes.” Bus operators
will also be thorougly trained about the
meanings and use of the new symbols used in
traffic signals associated with the project. The
driver training program will last 14 weeks, the
director added.

The driver training program will also be used
to provide performance data about the new
electric buses, which have not seen much use
beyond basic testing; they haven’t been driven
to a significant degree since arriving, Toon told
the press in his closing remarks before reminding
consumers and drivers to familiarize themselves
with the new signal system, called HAWK, at a
city webpage devoted to the system of lights and
symbols Burqueños will use to navigate through
ART: cabq.gov/transit/news/driving-with-art.

The Electricity
Finally Burque’s COO, the estimable Lawrence
Rael, gave citizens an update on efforts to make
sure the project’s buses were outfitted with top-
notch batteries that maintained a charge; the
original plan had specifications that showed

Mayor Tim Keller and COO Lawrence Rael AUGUST MARCH
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EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF JULY 19-25

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

SATURDAY JULY 21

NEW KICKS ON 66

Drive down Route 66 and you're bound to see the countless historic motels that have gone by the wayside in
one way or another. El Vado Motor Court Motel refused to be one of them, and holy shit have they had a
comeuppance. Originally opening their doors in 1937, shifting through several owners and narrowly avoiding
demolition, the city of Albuquerque stepped in knowing there was an opportunity for something unique. Come
by their grand re-opening on Friday, July 20 from 6 to 10pm of the historic motel with the opening ceremony
beginning at 8:30pm. The new spaces are apartments, guest rooms, event space, shops and restaurant pods.
The small restaurant spaces are offered to up-and-coming restauranteurs to get their footing in the industry. No
shortage of beer, food, giveaways, room tours, shopping, live music and more, this space is a new beginning and
much needed rehab for the city. El Vado promises to “STAY UNIQUE.” EL VADO ABQ 2500 CENTRAL AVE SW, 6 TO 10PM

alibi.com/v/5vn1. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

PASTIES AND A G-STRING,
BEER AND A SHOT

Dreamy and creamy and brunette curls. Channel Tom
Waits for this quintessential, highly-curated presentation
of burlesque and variety. The Whiskey Sisters, consisting
of Jane Sweeney and Mayo Lua de Frenchie bring over
40 years of stage production experience between them
for their biggest show thus far, Fascinations and
Infatuations. Bring tip money and desire to Sister on
Saturday, July 21 at 8pm. The Burning Shivers open
with a surf rock set sure to kick the adrenaline into high
gear. The burlesque and variety portion begins at 9pm
with three sets of performers starring Dahlia de la Nuit
and Aluna Reign of Phoenix and featuring Arty Dodger
of Dallas, Jaz Bubbles of El Paso, and Erica Solitaire of
Los Angeles. Drag queen, Jessica Stone DeLoreon,
hosts the evening with all your local favorites. For $12,
see burlesque, drag, knife-juggling, bellydance, stand-
up comedy, tap hoofers and so much more. Have your
I.D. ready because ya gotta be 21 to get in. SISTER 407

CENTRAL AVE NW, 8PM TO 1AM alibi.com/v/5va8. (Mayo Lua de

Frenchie) a

TIME FOR SUMMERFEST!

There are many cool things about the yearly series of sunshine-soaked and rico suave, evening-included events
produced by the City of Albuquerque as part of Summerfest, which thank the baby Jesus happens again on
Saturday, July 21 from 3 to 10pm along Route 66 in Historic Nob Hill. For one thing, amigos, these outdoor,
all-ages, multi-attraction events are free. Two, speaking of those many diversions, there are all sorta local
vendors at this week's site to sell lucky participants everything from locally grown vittles to beer and wine, too—
visitors really can have a dandy retail experience whilst trotting through the best of what this Nob Hill has to offer.
Additionally, this year's second in the series is back to its original size and location, on Central Avenue, between
Girard Boulevard and Washington Street. This return to form will not only please business owners who were
excluded last year, but should spur more participants of all sorts, individual, creative and commercial. Check out
this Albuquerque tradition for yourselves! There are three music stages, so get there early because performers
include stars like Grammy Award-winning singer Irma Thomas, The Memphis P. Tails, Wagogo, Fat City and Silver
String Band. Thanks, Mayor Keller! NOB HILL CENTRAL AVE, 3 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/5sr9. (August March) a

ROLLER DERBY SAVES THE DAY

Have you been to a roller derby bout before? Did you know that roller derby is just a bunch of tattooed badasses
beating the crap out of each other while roller skating? Well, there’s an Albuquerque Roller Derby mashup bout
this Saturday, July 21, at the Manuel Lujan Building at Expo NM (take entrance 3 at Copper and San Pedro).
And just in case we had to sell you on it more, the theme of this bout is heroes and villains—so expect to see
some DC and Marvel representation on the rink. There are also vendors selling food, beer and crafts for you to
consume and peruse. Doors are at 6pm and the game starts at 7pm. Tickets are $10 on holdmyticket.com and
free for kids 12 and under. MANUEL LUJAN BUILDING @ EXPO NM 300 SAN PEDRO DR NE, 6 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/5v98. (Robin Babb)

a

A FINE AND FANCY RAMBLE AT THE ZOO

It's become evident this passing summer season that the programming for Burque's annual Zoo Music Series
totally rocks. Why, dudes, they've brought everything from the combustable Canuck Celts, Enter the Haggis, to
last week's stellar performance by Cowboy Junkies to the bandshell in the middle of the danged zoo in
Albuquerque. This week, on Friday, July 20 at 6pm, to be exact, they continue their domination of the summer
musical event scene—so far—with a program featuring the musical explorations and ecstatic findings of multi-
instrumentalist and composer Grace Kelly. She's considered one of most talented of a group of young session
musicians currently winding their way through the West Coast. Concert-goers may be familiar with Kelly because
she often plays in “The Late Show” orchestra; her latest album has garnered heaps of critical and commercial
success, while her live performances are nuanced with soulful joy and ecstatic pop phrasing. As a reminder,
general lawn seating is available. Blankets, lawn chairs and picnics are welcome, but please do not bring glass
containers, sharp knives or alcoholic beverages to the BioPark. Food, beer and wine are available for purchase.
Most zoo exhibits are open until 8pm. Adult admission price is $12, while seniors (65+) pay $6. Children ages
3 to 12 also require a $6 admission and children 2 and younger are free. New Mexico BioPark Society members
pay half price for admission. ABQ BIOPARK ZOO 903 10TH STREET SW, 6 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/5tqf. (August March) a

IF IT AIN'T BAROQUE,
DON'T FIX IT

Ballet. We have preconceived notions of what it is and what
we expect to see. OK—picture that. Now, throw it out the
window. People are making strides in the art and doing
incredible things with it. Sometimes, that means taking the
old—very old—and adapting something new. The New York
Baroque Dance Company, a leading force in the revival of
18th century ballet, brings the Ballet of the Seven
Planets Workshop. The New Mexico Ballet hosts the five-
day workshop from Monday, July 23 through Friday, July 27
from 9:30am to 12:30pm daily. Dancers 13 and older
may take all of the classes for a flat cost of $150 thanks to
partial funding from The Dance Preservation Fund. Learn
re-imagined ballet choreography from the time of Louis XIV
of France. Fun fact: King Louis, who also danced in the
style, started the first Royal Ballet Academy in the Western
world in 1661. NEW MEXICO DANCE ACADEMY 10410 COMANCHE RD

NE, 9:30AM TO 12:30PM alibi.com/v/5vmw. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie)

a

FRIDAY JULY 20

MONDAY JULY 23

COURTESY OF EL VADO ABQ

PHOTO BY 48TH AND PIXEL
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CALENDAR | COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY JULY 19
UNM STUDENT UNION BUILDING New Mexico Women's
Leadership Conference. Spend a day networking, learning and
having fun with businesswomen (and men) from around the state.
1 University of New Mexico. $99-$450. 8:30am-4:30pm.
977-9490. alibi.com/v/5uc3.

LEARN
SELF SERVE Lapdance and the Art of Seduction. Learn how to
focus on feeling good in your body, finding the sexy and learning
how to taunt and tantalize a partner from any position with confi-
dence. 3904 Central Ave SE. $15-$20. 7:30-9pm. 18+.
265-5815. alibi.com/v/5t8h.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO Traditional Medicine Without
Borders. Healers from N.M. and Mexico provide information on
the history, traditions, rituals, herbs and remedies of Curanderismo,
a folk healing tradition. 1 University of New Mexico. $350.
8:10am-12:40pm. 277-4296. alibi.com/v/5onp.

SPORTS
MCM ELEGANTE HOTEL N.M. Senior Olympics State Summer
Games. The games are open to all seniors age 50 and over for
the 40th anniversary of the state games. 2020 Menaul Blvd NE.
8am. ALL-AGES! 392-6305. alibi.com/v/5m73.

OUTDOOR
ROOSEVELT PARK Food Trucks and Family Fun in the Park. A
weekly gathering featuring food trucks, music, games and family-
friendly fun. Coal and University. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5te4.

FRIDAY JULY 20
SIDEWINDERS Non-Monogamy Meet and Greet Night. Find
resources and information about polyamory, non-monogamy,
open relationships swinging and more in a safe, comfortable envi-
ronment. 8900 Central Ave SE. 7:30pm. 21+. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/5tjp.

KIDS
GROWING STAGE How I Became A Pirate: The Musical. When a
pirate ship interrupts a day at the beach, young Jeremy Jacobs
joins Captain Braid Beard’s band of musical buccaneers in search
of the perfect spot to bury treasure. 6909 Menual Blvd NE. $16.
7-8pm. ALL-AGES! 288-1205. alibi.com/v/5upo.

LEARN
TRENDZ BEAUTY SUPPLY Sip and Beat. Learn to apply red carpet
makeup in a great judgement-free, creative environment. Bring
your own adult beverage and enjoy complimentary appetizers.
This week is brows, lashes and liner. 3301 Coors Blvd NW.
$50-$60. 7-9pm. 21+. 363-2882. alibi.com/v/5v7p.

SATURDAY JULY 21
ALBUQUERQUE ACADEMY Family Garden Festival. A leisurely day
of activities including recipes, take-home art projects and a scav-
enger hunt for the whole family. 6400 Wyoming Blvd NE. 9-11am.
ALL-AGES! 828-3164. alibi.com/v/5uv2.

EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL Tres Chic Hair Competition and
Fundraiser. A hair and fashion show benefiting HIV/AIDS organ-
izations with a runway show featuring statewide salons bringing
their A game. 1000 Woodward Pl NE. 7-10pm. 245-7100.
alibi.com/v/5uqm.

KIDS
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Jugamos Juntos:
Cantando la Cultura. Free children’s programming for families on
Saturday mornings with a new activity every week. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. $0-$5. 10:30am-12:30pm. ALL-AGES! 246-2261.
alibi.com/v/5ttr.

LEARN
BARELAS COMMUNITY CENTER Real ID Free Legal Fair. Get
answers to questions about the Real ID requirements with attorneys
on hand. Bring any associated paperwork for review. 801 Barelas
Rd SW. 10am-2pm. 814-5033. alibi.com/v/5utz.

MAMA'S MINERALS Intro to Crystals Class. An introduction to
metaphysics and crystal healing. Reservations required. 800 20th
Street NW. 11:30-12:30am. 15+. 266-8443. alibi.com/v/5v33.

NEW MEXICO DANCE ACADEMY Albuquerque Tarot Tribe Meetup
Group. Join the oldest tarot meetup group in Albuquerque to share
and explore the ways that Tarot provides answers and directions
for solving some of the things that create obstacles in life. 10410

Comanche Rd NE. $5. 12:30-3pm. 18+. 350-7205.
alibi.com/v/5sdr.

PETS
BOOFY'S BEST FOR PETS Ready Set Go. Learn to create a pet
evacuation kit with med pack with guidance from the Rottweiler
Club of N.M. 8201 Golf Course Rd NW. 3-4pm. ALL-AGES!
890-0757. alibi.com/v/5v49.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAMA'S MINERALS The Art of Energy Work. Learn the history of
chakras and how to heal imbalances in the chakra systems. Also
take home seven chakra stones. Registration required. 800 20th
Street NW. $30. 1:30-3pm. 15+. 266-8443. alibi.com/v/5v35.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Nature and Forest Therapy.
Recharge, de-stress and reconnect with the healing power of
nature with Lloyd Kreitzer, a certified guide with the Association
of Nature and Forest Therapy. 423 Central Ave NE. 2:30-4pm.
ALL-AGES! 848-1376. alibi.com/v/5tnr.

WILDLIFE WEST, Edgewood Goat Yoga. 2-3:30pm. ALL-AGES!
Also, 87 N Frontage. $20. 4-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/20 listing.

SUNDAY JULY 22
KIDS
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Summer Family Fun Days. Weekly crafts,
outdoor activities and experiments deepen a personal discovery
of the world. Each week has a unique craft that participants take
home. 9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5uak.

LEARN
FATPIPE Build a Following with Social Media. Spend a day focused
on getting followers and finding customers through Facebook,
Instagram and email marketing. Focusing on creatives and creative
businesses but relevant to any business. 200 Broadway Blvd NE.
$50-$75. 8am-5pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/5vdr.

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS DIY Rainbow Bright Bath Bombs.
Create mango-scented Rainbow Bright bath bombs with a sweet
surprise in each one. 13170 Central Ave SE. $25. 1-2pm. 13+.
803-1346. alibi.com/v/5q82.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO Traditional Medicine Without
Borders. 1 University of New Mexico. $350. 8:10am-12:40pm.
See 7/19 listing.

MONDAY JULY 23
LEARN
SELF SERVE Talk Dirty to Me: From Tongue-Tied to Twisted. Join
Anastasia to get schooled in the basics of one of the most intimate
sex acts. Learn to make literally anything sound filthy, ask for what
you want, sexting, fantasies and roleplay. 3904 Central Ave SE.
$15-$20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5tjq.

TUESDAY JULY 24
LEARN
NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Energy
Efficiency in the Home. Learn about ways to be energy efficient
in the home while still staying comfortable. Find out about PNM
rebates and energy audits for homeowners and commercial prop-
erties. 7521 Carmel Ave NE. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 948-4871.
alibi.com/v/5uq8.

WEDNESDAY JULY 25
KIDS
ALAMOSA LIBRARY Colorful Washer Wind Chimes. Dress up ordi-
nary hardware to make a colorful toy for the wind. For ages 13
to 17. Registration required. 6900 Gonzales SW. 3-4pm.
836-0684. alibi.com/v/5srg.

LEARN
SELF SERVE How to Please a Pussy. An in depth no-holds-barred
discussion on female pleasure. 3904 Central Ave SE. $15-$20.
7:30-9pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5t8j.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO Traditional Medicine Without
Borders. 1 University of New Mexico. $350. 8:10am-12:40pm.
See 7/19 listing.

OUTDOOR
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Nature Journaling: Drawing and Painting.
Spend time enjoying the outdoors through a multitude of mediums.
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 8:30-10am. 13+. alibi.com/v/5uam.

UNM DOMENICI CENTER Curanderismo Traditional Health Fair.
Participants receive treatments from a healer and observe how
the curanderos practice their professional techniques and methods
in a natural outdoor environment. 1 University of New Mexico.
12:30-4pm. alibi.com/v/5ucb.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Shitty Infinity opens at GRAFT

“Can you experience infinity in less than one
minute? Can you afford the entry fee?” asks GRAFT
Collective in their latest exhibition, Shitty Infinity.
Taking on a culture of celebrity in the contemporary
art scene, the members of the collective (Beth
Hansen, Jessica Chao, Jazmyn Crosby, Danny
Crouch and Cecilia McKinnon) challenge how value
is assigned to art, and do it with a sense of fun that
underpins their core ideas. 

GRAFT, which will see changes as the collective
disperses later in the summer, will host Shitty
Infinity for one more evening—Friday, July 20 from
7 to 11pm at their gallery on Fourth Street (1415
Fourth Street SW). 

Alibi: Tell us about the show.

GRAFT: Shitty Infinity is a project exploring our
contemporary relationship to the celebrity culture
which surrounds artists and museum institutions. It
is a bootleg contemporary art museum, featuring
off-brand and homemade replicas of some of the
most fetishized and mythic artworks which you
might find in any museum collection across the
country. We are interested in challenging the
hierarchy of value around contemporary art, in
which a handful of artists and institutions in major
cities are regarded as the blueprint for all relevant
artwork, performance, music, etc., and instead
focusing on the personal, the handmade and the
bizarre.

What are you hoping to reveal to visitors?

We want to create an experience that is surreal,
wonderful and personal. We want to create a
museum space which can be approached with a
sense of irreverence and play and to cultivate a
perspective on famed and famous art which is more
human [in] scale and less mythical. We are working
with a wonderful team of collaborators to
encapsulate and hyperbolize our shared and
individual experiences in feeling frustrated and
alienated by the highly regulated format of typical
art museums. Our collaborators include So This Is
Art, Rob Stevens, Lance McGoldrick, Ren Adams,
Natalie Day, Drew Miller, Piera Yerkis, Bradford
Ericsson, Stanley Brapola, CB Bryan, Noel
Mollinedo, Jenette Isaacson, Apollo Gomez and Lee
Frampton, among others.

What do you all learn in the process?

This is the culmination of a lot of personal
experiences, especially living in a city which is
frequently regarded as less culturally relevant than a
New York or LA. [We had] to explore our own
experiences along with the ideas and stories of our
collaborators, and to find humor and a sense of
ownership within these markers of popular artistic
culture.

Can you tell us more about the changes

happening at GRAFT? 

After 3 and a half years, and over 50 exhibitions in
this space, as well as many other events, we are
letting go of our lease after this month to new
tenants who will continue it as an artist-run space.
Two of our members are departing for other cities,
so we are transitioning after July to a model more
focused on sporadic curation and development of
our own collective projects. We will be creating a
public art installation in late August for SOMOS, as
well as seeking opportunities outside of
Albuquerque and within the city. We are so grateful
for the support and enthusiasm we have received
from this city and look forward to many more
projects and adventures with our community in the
future!a

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

Room to Grow
Artists Daniel A. and Gert Walters find space to share and

encourage creativity

spiritual imagery and more experimental takes
on subject. Gert—though always a creative—
came to painting later in life. She had long
observed her husband at work, but gathered her
focus on painting in 2007, after her daughter
passed away. “It was therapy for me,” she
explained. “It was something to do to keep my
mind occupied.” Now Gert explores variations
on a theme—often painting horses against
richly patterned backgrounds. She always signs
her work with a blue butterfly—a symbol that
meant a lot to their daughter, Sage, in her
favorite color. 

The two have found liberation and room for
exploration in their individual practices now
that they have dedicated space in which to
work. “I've been able to knock down some
barriers in my painting, and have been really
able to be free with it and work on it all the
time,” Daniel said, who draws inspiration from
the likes of T.C. Cannon, and is descended
from a family of artists, among them Harry
Walters, who studied with the renowned Allan
Houser at IAIA. 

“I picked up a lot from watching him,” Gert
said, gesturing to her husband. “I'd just watch.”
She's now been painting seriously for 11 years,
and has a strong following of collectors that
turn up year after year at Indian Market to buy
a piece of hers. “We used to have all this set up
in our living room,” she described, pointing out
the easels and supplies spread out in the studio.
“The cats would get into it and all that. Now,
we have this space, … when we're done we can
just leave and pick up the next day. … It's
really a different lifestyle for us.” 

The dream for the two is simple: to
continue their work as artists, and to have Shi
Yazhi Sage continue to be a sustainable
business. “Sure, it felt like everything fell into
place,” Daniel said. But there was much more
behind-the-scenes work that prepared them to

establish the physical gallery. They had been
running an online gallery for more than five
years for example, and both have significant
experience in management and retail. “I don't
want to make it seem like it was so easy. … We
both have a lot of experience and understand
what's involved.”

Moreover, they're happy to have carved out
a spot in the art community for their work and
the work of their peers, and are eager and
excited to share the opportunities they have
created for themselves with others. “One of the
main reasons that we do this is to influence
young artists to not stop and keep going, that
they can own their own gallery if they want to.
… We're Native American, and we have a
gallery in Old Town,” Daniel said. “We want to
encourage [others] to keep doing your artwork,
continue your shows, figure it out. It can
happen.” 

Perhaps best of all there are “so many
opportunities to show and tell,” as Gert put it.
The two are present in the gallery seven days a
week—sharing stories, inspirations, explaining
their processes and why they do what they do.
“I get excited when somebody's looking at my
paintings and they want to know the story
about it,” Gert said. 

More opportunities to share stories, with
more artists, even, will happen on Friday, July
21 from 5 to 8pm when the gallery will unveil
new works by Margaret Gallegos and Corey
Yazzie, whose works span a huge spectrum in a
variety of mediums, colorful and contemporary.
Aside from that, normal gallery hours are from
9am to 6pm Monday through Friday, and 11am
to 6pm on Saturday. 

“Just having a space, this has made a whole
different life for us,” Gert said. Stop in at Shi
Yazhi Sage and support the creativity of these
two artists, and the others they support and
inspire through their work.  a

A piece by gallery co-owner Daniel A. Walters Co-owner Gert Walters at work 
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“S
hi Yazhi is a Navajo term of
endearment,” explained Daniel A.
Walters, who along with his partner

Gert Walters, founded Shi Yazhi Sage Gallery
in Old Town (323 Romero St. NW, in Plazuela
Sombra). “It's something like, 'my baby,' ” he
continued. The two decided to name their
gallery in memory of their first-born daughter,
Sage, who passed away at the age of 24. “A lot
of people stand in the door and don't know
what it means,” Daniel said, “but once they
understand, I think it becomes very inviting.” 

The gallery itself is small and cool, its walls
lined with art by both Daniel and Gert, as well
two other local Native artists, Margaret
Gallegos and Corey Yazzie. As I entered, the
two were in the far back of the building where
they have set up studio space—Gert was at the
easel, while Daniel was stationed nearby with a
host of framing and matting supplies spread out
in front of him. To see Shi Yazhi Sage realized
has long been a dream of the two working
artists—who for many years traveled from show
to show, and are long-time exhibitors at
SWAIA Indian Market. “We always wanted to
do this,” Gert explained, “but there was always
something in the way, we had a family to raise
or other obligations.” That was true until
November, when the two decided to finally
make a move, secured the space in Old Town
and opened their doors for business on March 1
of this year. 

Daniel started drawing when he was a
teenager, and now works in acrylic, charcoal,
watercolor and other mediums. Propped against
the west wall of the gallery that particular
morning was an acrylic work-in-progress, and
on the walls were various portraits and
atmospheric scenes with both traditional
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ARTS | INTERVIEW

The Art of Music
The diverse creative modes of local musicians

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

N
ew red rope is strung between mic stands at

Outpost Performance Space's Inpost Art

Space (210 Yale SE) to safeguard the

freshly hung works in Musicians Making Art, a

small collection of some of New Mexico's finest

musicians' visual endeavors. These pieces—

almost 20 in total—were submitted by Outpost

founder and director Tom Guralnick's

invitation, and curated by Erin Galvez and

Robbin Bates. 
Featured in the show are the likes of tuba

player Mark Weaver, bassist Christine Nelson,
drummer Cal Haines and guitarist Claudio
Tolouse. Among the mediums are sculptural
works crafted from reclaimed materials,
mandala-inspired geometric pointillism works
on paper, landscape paintings, prints and
weavings. 

That velvet rope protecting the works will
come in handy over the course of the next few
weeks as Outpost hosts the annual New Mexico
Jazz Festival (which runs until July 30). If you're
not stopping in for a concert, you can catch
Musicians Making Art during box office hours (2
to 5:30pm) and by appointment until Aug. 26. 

A few days after the show was hung,
Guralnick unpacked this year's work and the
legacy of the exhibitions that happen in
conjunction with the festival, which have
included a showcase of work by Reginald
Gammon curated by Dr. Kymberly Pinder of
UNM, an exhibition of album covers from the
collection of former Dean of Fine Arts Tom
Dodson along with creative responses from
local artists, and a retrospective of paintings by
trumpet player Jonathan Baldwin. 

Alibi: So you came up with the concept? 

Guralnick: I came up with the idea. There are
all these musicians who make art in town.
They're not strictly jazz musicians by any
means, and I thought that it would be, you
know, a nice tie-in. 

Do you find that there's a big cross section

of musicians and visual artists? 

Yeah, there's a number here. And there's many
more. We got going [on this show] relatively
late. And it was just basically by invitation. …
The instructions were, if it's music related,
great. But it doesn't have to be—if you have
pieces that are music related, that's fine, but we
wanted to keep it really open.

Have you found it to be true that there are

some sensibilities that carry over between

making music and creating visual kinds of

art?

[Artist Susan Holmes] … in her statement she
kind of refers to the relationship between
playing music and doing this. … and many
musicians, especially more experimental
musicians, do their own graphics or artwork for
their covers. 

Do you think that it requires some of the

same skillsets to appreciate a piece of art

like this as it does to appreciate hearing a

piece of music?

I don't want to speak as any kind of expert, but
I mean, you basically have to in all those
things—to appreciate any kind of art, really—
you need to be willing to allow yourself into
someone else's world. I mean, that's what's
going to make it good. You really want to open
yourself up to the world that these people are
showing you, whether it's music or visual arts or
whatever. I think that's true of life. If you are
open to people's ideas, then there can be a lot
more appreciation of life and you can see the
diversity of people's ways of expressing
themselves. You learn and experience new
things that way. I guess for me, that's the
relationship. In terms of having a venue, I really
appreciate having the visual arts be a part of it.

Do you hope that people might get a

different eye on these musicians by looking

at their art?

Sure. I think there will be many reactions like I
see some of the reactions being—“Wow, I didn't
know they did that stuff.” And there'll be others
who are just looking at it thinking, “I didn't
know this person is a musician also.” Or they
will just be really impressed that one person can
be so talented.

Do you feel like you've learned anything

new about these musicians that you've

worked with and known for so long? 

A lot of the work I hadn't seen. I knew that
these people made art, but when I asked them
to send me stuff—I was like wow, it was just so
great. I guess I'm spread thin. … I don't always
experience as much about people as I'd like. I've
known a lot of these people 30 years, and I get
little bits and pieces of information as the years
go by. It's definitely made me notice how
amazing these people are and really, what
serious artists. a

“Ariel” by Terry Bluhm COURTESY OF INPOST ARTSPACE
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THURSDAY JULY 19
ART
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Third Thursday.
Artist Ema Tanigaki demonstrates the wire crochet technique she
uses to create her one-of-a-kind creations. Live music and hands-
on art activities for kids and adults. 2000 Mountain Rd NW.
5-8:30pm. 243-7255. alibi.com/v/5uc2.

SONG & DANCE
LEGACY CHURCH Summer Reading Concert: Joe Daddy and
Hoodoo Jeff. Their earthy sound reflects a time before overdubbed,
overproduced commercialized music stripped the human element
from music, creating what they call "swamp fried blues." 7201
Central NW. 5-6pm. ALL-AGES! 761-4020. alibi.com/v/5tm2.

FRIDAY JULY 20
WORDS
TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Lux Volume 1 Issue 3 Release
Party. Celebrate the release of the limited edition zine featuring
15 photographers. 13170 Central Ave SE. 7-10pm. 21+.
243-6752. alibi.com/v/5u6d.

ZULLO’S BISTRO Southwest Shootout Regional Poetry Slam.
Featuring the top poets from Colorado, Texas, California, Nevada,
Arizona and New Mexico in team and individual competition.
509 Central Ave NW. 7pm. 13+. 242-6909. alibi.com/v/5ve3.

STAGE
THE BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE The Hive Improv Comedy. An
all-new long-form improv show comprised of nine improvisers,
comedians and actors who have graduated from The Box's Improv
program. 114 Gold Ave SW. $8. 10:15-11:30pm. 15+. 404-1578.
alibi.com/v/5s4p.

VORTEX THEATRE The Fantasticks. The world’s longest running
musical concerning two neighboring fathers who trick their chil-
dren, Luisa and Matt, into falling in love by pretending to feud.
2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $18-$25. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 247-8600.
alibi.com/v/5unz.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER The Big Sleep of Philip Marlowe.
This hilarious play pays homage to the detective movies of the
’40s and ’50s with dangerous capers involving private dicks,
creepy characters, abduction and murder. 4904 Fourth Street
NW. $20-$25. 8pm-10am. 13+. 345-2872. alibi.com/v/5ue4.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Nosotros:
Salsa Under the Stars. Enjoy a variety of music influenced by
salsa, cumbia, cha-cha rock and jazz. 2000 Mountain Rd NW.
$12-$15. 7-10pm. 243-7255. alibi.com/v/5tqg.

KELLER HALL Albuquerque Philharmonic Chamber Concert 2.
Gabriela Garza conducts works by Schubert and Mozart, including
Mozart’s Clarinet Concerto with soloist Caitlin Baere. University
of New Mexico. 7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! 433-7445.
alibi.com/v/5tm5.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Ranky Tanky: New Mexico Jazz
Festival. The Charleston, S.C. based quintet performs the timeless
music of Gullah culture. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $10-$15. 8-10pm.
ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/5sr8.

TABLAO FLAMENCO ALBUQUERQUE AT HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE.
Enjoy dynamic world-class performances, exquisite Sevillan tapas
and craft cocktails, with 60 percent of proceeds supporting the
National Institute of Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 8pm.
21+. 505-22-8797. alibi.com/v/5pjv.

SATURDAY JULY 21
WORDS
BARNES & NOBLE Author Signing with Kyle T. Cowan. Author of
critically acclaimed Sunshine is Forever signs the new work.
6600 Menaul Blvd NE. 1pm. 13+. 883-8200. alibi.com/v/5vek.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE S.M. Stirling Signing Event. The science
fiction author celebrates the release of Black Chamber, the first
book in a new alternate history series. 5850 Eubank Blvd NE.
4-5:35pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026. alibi.com/v/5v0p.

ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY Mr. Funk's House of Good Head. For one
night only, a series of works by Ron "Mr. Funk" Cantrell in his first
solo show and first time working with papîer maché. 709 Central
Ave NW. 4:20-9pm. ALL-AGES! (678) 923-2755.
alibi.com/v/5upm.

CALENDAR | ARTS & LIT 

TORTUGA GALLERY Artful Saturday: Bosque Mural Celebration.
Featuring art, food and live music as well as raffle winners for
art by the three mural artists are anounced. 901 Edith Blvd SE.
1-5pm. ALL-AGES! 948-8840. alibi.com/v/5u6e.

STAGE
VORTEX THEATRE The Fantasticks. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE.
$18-$25. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/20 listing.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER The Big Sleep of Philip Marlowe.
4904 Fourth Street NW. $20-$25. 8pm-10am. 13+. See 7/20
listing.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Jazz and Blues
Under the Stars. Live blues and jazz with dancing, food and liba-
tions. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$18. 6:30-10pm. ALL-AGES!
150525597983. alibi.com/v/5s7s.

ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA Sol Calypso Steel Drum and
Marimba Band. The popular Saturday Sunset Series, presented
by the City's Open Space Division, features performers specializing
in music that makes people smile. 7100 Tramway Blvd NE. $2.
7pm. 452-5205. alibi.com/v/5v96.

MAIN LIBRARY Summer Reading Concert: Watermelon Mountain
Jug Band. The band entertains audiences with their Americana
mixture of country, bluegrass, jug band, rock ‘n’ roll, popular and
original music. 501 Copper Ave NW. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES!
768-5141. alibi.com/v/5tmd.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Clay Ar t
Demonstration. Covering the essentials of hand-built and wheel-
thrown clay pieces. The demonstration is in conjunction with the
Resonations in Clay-Life on the Bosque exhibit. Registration
required. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 9am-noon. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/5v95.

REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Graphic Memoir
Workshop. Explore the rich visual language of comics and apply
it to narrative structure, visual metaphors, symbolism and imagery
in order to give physical form to memory. 3812 Central Ave SE.
$135. 1-5pm. 18+. 268-8952. alibi.com/v/5ug3.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Southwest Shootout. Teams from the Southwest
take on ABQ for bragging rights to the championship. 423 Central
Ave NW. $10-$15. 7:30-9:30pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/5vd1.

MAIN LIBRARY The Great American Read: Jane Eyre. Enjoy one
of the 100 best-loved novels in the PG-13 screen adaptation.
501 Copper Ave NW. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! 768-5141.
alibi.com/v/5tmc.

SUNDAY JULY 22
WORDS
[ C ] Feedback Loop: Rachel Begay. A lecture series providing
local artists and creatives the opportunity to engage in critical
dialogue with their peers and the public on topics of their
choosing. 1120 Tijeras Ave NW. Noon. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5s79.

SONG & DANCE
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Domingos en Arte:
Maferefun Orisha, A Salute to the Saints. The first set showcases
the Orishas through story, song and dance. The second set is
Odara Dance Ensemble and Bataleros de Querque performing
and teaching Afro-Cuban folkloric dances. 1701 Fourth Street
SW. $11-$14. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 724-4771. alibi.com/v/5tww.

REMEDY DAY SPA Devotional Music Concert with Chaparral
Kirtan Band. An evening of heart opening music and mantra with
the Bhakti-inspired project from Tucson, Ariz.. 113 Vassar Dr SE.
$12-$15. 6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 265-9219. alibi.com/v/5v9m.

LEARN
REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Graphic Memoir
Workshop. 3812 Central Ave SE. $135. 1-5pm. 18+. See 7/21
listing.

MONDAY JULY 23
LEARN
GREATER ALBUQUERQUE HABITAT FOR HUMANITY RESTORE

Create a Bird Song Retablo. Art teacher and artist Amanda Highly
Gallegos demonstrates how to create this project, for kids and
adults. 4900 Menaul Blvd NE. Noon-1pm. ALL-AGES! 385-7645.
alibi.com/v/5vlx.

WEDNESDAY JULY 25
FILM
KIMO THEATRE That Thing You Do. Enjoy the PG-13 film in this
free showing. 423 Central Ave NW. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 768-3522.
alibi.com/v/5tnz.

ARTS & LIT

CALENDAR

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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FOOD | RESTAURANT REVIEW

BY ROBIN BABB

F
or not an insignificant chapter of my life,
one of my go-to meals at home was a fried
egg, black beans and fried plantains—all

accompanied by plenty of hot sauce. I don’t
know where I originally got the idea to start
making this very Central American breakfast
for myself, but it sustained me through at least
several months of post-college, semi-employed
existence. This remains one of my favorite
comfort meals when it’s rent week and I’m too
hungry and tired to come up with something
new. 

I say all this, because it might explain some
of why I love El Papaturro so much. This
Salvadoran restaurant in the North Valley
serves a variation on my comfort meal as their
signature lunch special, and it tastes a whole
lot better than when I make it. 

The small restaurant lives in a shopping
center on Fourth Street, just off Osuna. It looks
almost like a diner inside with its brightly
colored booths lining both walls. But there’s
soccer on TV, a Spanish radio station playing
and a freezer full of paletas by the cash register.
The decor is spare inside and there are several
different kinds of hot sauce next to the salt and
pepper shakers on every table. It reminds me of
some of the nondescript, largely immigrant-run
restaurants in Chicago that serve mountains of
food to cab drivers and bike messengers who
come through at odd hours. Without fail, those
places are always delicious.

I came to El Papaturro for lunch at 1pm on
a Wednesday and it was fairly quiet—just a few
other tables with people having business
lunches. The waiter brought me a menu and
then went to tend to the other customers,
switching fluidly from English to Spanish.
Scanning the menu made my mouth start
watering instantly: fried yucca, pupusas made
with quesillo, huge tamales wrapped in banana
leaves. These are things I want to eat pretty
much all of the time. I perused the menu insert
of lunch specials and landed on the above-
mentioned El Papaturro plate: a papusa, refried
black beans, two fried eggs, fried plantains and
a side of curtido, a vinegary, lightly pickled
slaw. This generous meal costs $10.99 and
could pretty easily feed two normally hungry
people or one famished food editor. I also
ordered a pineapple agua fresca ($2.29), which
came in approximately a gallon-sized cup with
crushed ice. During cooler months I might
have gone for the mariscada (a mixed seafood
soup, $14.99), which looked fantastic. 

My food came out quickly, accompanied by
a big bottle of unlabeled red sauce. “Is this
y’all’s hot sauce?” I asked the waiter. “No, it’s
just tomato sauce… I can bring you more hot
sauce, though, if you want.” I demurred, pretty
happy with the El Yucateco hot sauces at the

table that bore the exciting guarantee “You get
more habañero.” The clearly homemade
tomato sauce that came from the kitchen was
thinner than ketchup but not as sweet. It tasted
good on everything, but especially soaked up in
the pupusa.

The papusa I went for was filled with beans
and cheese—you can get them filled with pork
and rice, spinach and cheese, only cheese, or
with cheese and loroco, an herb commonly
used in Salvadoran cooking. This was crispy
from the griddle on the outside and melty-
starchy inside. Heaven. Can we officially
declare pupusas the best possible drunk food? 

The refried beans, fried plantain and fried
eggs rounded out the meal to make a hearty
lunch that practically demands a digesting nap
afterwards. Smother everything in tomato and
some hot sauce to really make yourself happy.
The curtido is a nice note of crisp freshness
alongside the delicious but heavy rest of the
meal. This is made up of shredded cabbage,
carrots and onion all marinated in a lightly
spicy vinegar brine, and it seems that it comes
as a side with every meal on the menu.

On a second visit to El Papaturro, I brought
a friend along with me for dinner. As neither of
us was starving, we decided to split a couple
chicken tamales ($1.99 each) and the platillo
feliz ($11.99), a sampler of several of their

appetizers (one pupusa, one pastel, one
empanada, curtido, some fried yucca and
plantain). The tamales, which came steaming
hot in their banana leaf wrappers, were cooked
to a soft spoonbread texture with tender
chicken and a sliver of yucca in the center.
They reminded me of the giant, mole-soaked
tamales I ate by the score at markets in
Oaxaca. They were delicious, and I could have
eaten about five more of them. Next time I
visit, I’ll definitely be trying the plain corn
tamales ($2.99 each) that are fried in olive oil
and served with sour cream. Yum. 

Everything on the platillo feliz (“happy
plate”) was similarly tasty, but perhaps not the
best choice for those who don’t like mixing
their sweet with their savory. The fried
empanada was filled with potatoes and carrots
and tasted very much like an Indian samosa,
and was especially good with tomato sauce.
The fried yucca, perhaps my favorite of the
fried vegetable category, was crispy without
being overly greasy. I didn’t love the pastel—a
fried doughnut filled with mashed plantain and
coated with powdered sugar—but I am guilty of
being one of those aforementioned people who
don’t like mixing the sweet with the savory. As
a dessert, I probably would have devoured that
thing. 

It was a reader tip that sent me to El
Papaturro in the first place (send me your
recommendations, folks! I do actually read
them), and I’m very glad that that person took
the time to suggest it—the place is a bit outside
of my orbit up in the North Valley, so I likely
wouldn’t have stumbled across it otherwise.
Stepping outside of your usual cuisine or usual
geographic radius can sometimes yield great
results, and this was definitely one of those
times. I’ll be coming back here often, and
bringing hungry friends. a

Satisfying Salvadoran Food
El Papaturro makes mouthwatering Central American fare

KNOWING INGREDIENTS
BY ROBIN BABB

What is an heirloom tomato?
And why are they so tasty?
Tomato season is nigh, a fact that makes many
foodies—yours truly, included—very happy. Do you
remember the first time you tasted a homegrown
tomato, when you realized
that the styrofoam-
flavored red things you
buy at the
supermarket had
been lying to you
about how good a
tomato can be? Yeah,
that’s called the
tomato moment, and it’s
the gateway into
suddenly getting picky about
the quality of your fruits and veggies. Once you’ve
had the real thing, it’s hard to go back.

If you’re one of the converted and no longer
accept subpar tomatoes, you probably know that
heirloom tomatoes are where you’ll find the widest
variety of flavors. But what, exactly, is an heirloom
tomato? And why are they so much better than the
run-of-the-mill Best Boys and Early Girls we’re all
used to? 

The particularities of what make a given variety
of tomato—or any seed, for that matter—an
heirloom are debated, and there are no real hard
and fast rules. Generally speaking, though, an
heirloom variety is a non-hybrid, meaning that it
hasn’t been cross-pollinated with any other
varieties (at least, not for many generations). It can
be thought of in the same terms as a thoroughbred
dog: Growers select qualities that they like in a
certain variety—a taste, color or even resistance to
disease—then allow that variety to “breed true” for
several generations. In this case, breeding true
means that the plant self-pollinates, and the seeds
produced from these tomato varieties will grow into
tomatoes with the exact same DNA as the parent
plant. 

Heirloom, of course, also means old. Many of the
heirloom varieties of tomato grown in the US today
were brought over as seeds by immigrant families
decades or even centuries ago, and have been
preserved by dedicated growers ever since. The
purply-red Black Krim originally hails from Russia,
for instance, and the Tomaccio is a “created
heirloom” from Israel bred from a wild Peruvian
tomato varitey.

So, why do heirloom tomatoes taste so much
better than hybrid varieties? Commercial tomato
varieties—beefsteak, Roma and cherry, among a
few others—are bred for uniformity and mass
production, not for flavor. While these qualities
might have made tomatoes more marketable in the
Depression Era, they do not hold much appeal with
the current era of locavores who prize the marbled
colors, bizarre shapes and vast spectrum of flavors
that many heirloom tomatoes display. 

In recent years, a biochemist at Stanford named
Ann Powell made further discoveries as to why
commercial tomato varieties bred for high yield and
unchanging appearance just don’t taste very good.
According to an article in the Stanford Alumni
magazine summarizing Powell’s findings, “the
mutation that promoted uniform ripening had also
knocked out a gene needed for the full development
of sugars in the fruit.” While there is no scientific
unit to measure tastiness, I feel pretty secure in
claiming that a tomato with more natural sugars in it
is going to taste decidedly better. 

While heirloom varieties are your best bet for
finding truly outstanding flavor, there are valid
arguments for the genetic strength of hybrid
varieties, too. Heirloom varieties tend to be less
disease resistant and more finicky about the climate
they’re grown in, which are the main reasons they’re
not grown more commercially. To the converted,
though, the extra effort put into growing them just
makes them taste that much sweeter. The best way
to ensure you’re flush with tasty tomatoes all
season? Pick up a plant at the farmer’s market, find
a sunny spot for it and give it plenty of love. a

The platillo feliz offers a bit of everything ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

El Papaturro
6601 Fourth Street NW

503-1575
Hours: Mon closed, Tue-Sat 9am-8pm, 

Sun 10am-5pm
Vibe: Casual and quiet

Alibi Recommends: Tamales, El Papaturro plate
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Twelve Recipes by Cal Peternell
Yes, this is technically a cookbook and thus falls a
little outside the scope of food nonfiction that
I’ve arbitrarily set as my boundary here. But it is
also such good reading that it is more often on my
nightstand than in my kitchen. Chez Panisse chef
Cal Peternell originally put together this book as
a “how to cook” guide for his son going off to
college, and each loose and informative recipe in
the book is filled with a father’s gentle guidance
and the occasional cringeworthy dad joke. His
advice on how best to dry a bunch of freshly
washed herbs is my favorite: “Give it a
preliminary shake, and then drip as little as
possible on the floor as you walk quickly outside.
Swing the bunch by the stems, flick it like a whip,
spritz the sidewalk, the yard, the dog, the world.”
If you need to be reminded how joyful and tender
cooking can be, turn to Peternell.  a

FOOD | BOOKS FOR COOKS

Five Books on Food
Alibi Food Editor’s favorite food reads

BY ROBIN BABB

I
t shouldn’t surprise you that we’re all about
books here at Weekly Alibi. Even before I was
working as the Food Editor, I loved reading

books about food—both research-driven
nonfiction and editorial essays from the likes of
M.F.K. Fisher. Since it’s summer and, according to
Instagram, the season for reading by the pool or
on the beach, I figured I’d give my two cents on
what’s worthwhile reading material. Here’s a list
of some of my favorite food books in no particular
order, all of which I return to for literary
nourishment from time to time. 

The Art of Eating by M.F.K. Fisher
This huge tome dedicated to the pleasures and
processes of gastronomy is actually a collection of
several M.F.K. Fisher books: Serve it Forth,
Consider the Oyster, How to Cook a Wolf, The
Gastronomical Me and An Alphabet for Gourmets. I
am listing this collection rather than one single
title because that is how I read them and because
it is impossible to pick which of her books I like
best—all of her writing is able to satisfy a deep
craving that I have no name for, a craving that
even the described meal itself could not satiate.
As she says herself in An Alphabet for Gourmets,
“there is no question that secondhand feasting
can bring its own nourishment, satisfaction, and
final surfeit.” Fisher’s writing is full of warmth and
delicious detail: the creaminess of perfectly
cooked cauliflower in a Swiss chalet, the earthy
taste of fresh tar pried up from a newly paved road
(yes, really). She’s wildly intelligent but
unpretentious in her approach to food, and to
every other topic she touches on. Reading MFK
Fisher will make you nostalgic for experiences
you’ve never had.

Home Cooking: A Writer in the Kitchen
by Laurie Colwin
This collection of Colwin’s essays on cooking and
eating are a delight to read. She writes about
cooking in dorm rooms and comically small
apartments as well as about some of her
catastrophic failures and unlikely successes in the
kitchen. In her essay “Alone in the Kitchen with
an Eggplant,” Colwin goes into some of her
favorite “eating alone” dishes from back in her
young, broke bachelor days—they almost all
involve eggplant, which, as she says, is “the
stovetop cook’s greatest ally.” Alternately, she
talks about her standard feeding a crowd dishes:
potato salad, lentil soup and chicken cooked any
which way. In “Easy Cooking for Exhausted
People,” she assures you that it is always fine to
make stew for dinner, because it is always easy,
filling and tasty. Scattered throughout with
simple recipes and plenty of DIY wisdom, this
little book will make you laugh out loud, then go
into the kitchen to see if you have all the
ingredients for black rum cake. 

Eating Animals by Jonathan Safran Foer
On the dawn of becoming a father, the author of
Everything is Illuminated and Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close has a reckoning with his on-

again-off-again vegetarian diet, his Jewish
heritage and the moral ramifications of American
meat production and consumption. To help his
son make an informed decision about his own
diet, Foer puts on his reporter hat and goes into
the belly of the bloody and grossly unsustainable
beast that is the meat industry. Unsurprisingly,
what he discovers is stomach-churning. While
this moving and excellently researched book isn’t
exactly light reading, it should be required
reading.

Sowing Seeds in the Desert
by Masanobu Fukuoka
Masanobu Fukuoka, the Japanese agriculture
reformer, follows up his cult classic One Straw
Revolution with this text on global desertification
and how farmers can (and should) combat it.
Inspired by a visit to the American Southwest
and witnessing the widespread effects of over-
farming, erosion and climate change, Fukuoka
prescribes a radical solution: Plant as many
different seeds as possible, then see what grows.
His “do-nothing” approach to agriculture was
developed over his many years working as a
microbiologist specializing in plant pathology and
then his subsequent “dropping out” of the
scientific world to tend his family’s farmland.
Despite his dire analysis of the state of the planet,
Fukuoka’s solutions for combating desertification
are hopeful and simple.
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Sorry To Bother You
Upward mobility gets weird in off-kilter comedy

hopeless, but—taking advice from the sensei
in the neighboring cubicle (Danny Glover)—
he adopts a “white voice” (David Cross, badly
synched—although that appears to be part of
the joke). Suddenly, Cassius is selling
encyclopedias at an alarming rate. This
catches the attentions of the big bosses in
upper management, who want to promote
Cassius to “power seller” status.

Will Cassius stick with his fellow wage
slaves (including Jermaine Fowler from
“Superior Donuts” and Steven Yeun from “The
Walking Dead”), all of whom are dreaming of
unionizing, or will he sell out for the fat
salaries, private offices and luxurious elevators
of corporate America? This is no simple Will
Success Spoil Rock Hunter? scenario, however.
Power sellers don’t get rich hawking
encyclopedias. They make their skrilla selling
nuclear weapons and slavery to corporations
and governments around the world.

Riley clearly isn’t content to stick with the
typical clichés of power vs. integrity, money vs.
love. He continually amps up the absurdity,
racing from one bizarre plot element to
another—finally tumbling straight into a
loony sci-fi twist in the film’s out-of-left-field
third act. At times it feels as if Riley’s fingers
have peeled off the film’s rattling handlebars.
The plot sometimes seems as if its been applied

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Catching Eyre
PBS’ Great American Read, a nationwide program
encouraging Americans to vote for their 100 best-
loved novels, continues this Saturday, July 21, with
a blatant attempt at ballot stuffing. From 1 to 3pm
Albuquerque’s Main Library (501 Copper Ave. NW)
screens the 2011 film version of Jane Eyre starring
Mia Wasikowska as a shy governess who falls in
love with her Byronic employer (Michael
Fassbender), who is hiding a terrible secret. After
watching the acclaimed adaptation of Charlotte
Brontë’s 1847 novel, you can vote for your favorite
book. (I wonder what that will be?)

Want a Revolution?
The Center for Contemporary Arts in Santa Fe hosts
a fundraising soiree and sneak-peek preview for
Numbskull Revolution, the newest film from punk
rock camera slinger Jon Moritsugu, on Wednesday,
July 25 starting at 8:30pm. Lensed in Santa Fe and
Marfa, Texas, the film is described as “an eyeball-
scorching blitzkrieg of cinematic eye and ear candy”
that “satirizes and deconstructs the high art world.”
It stars Moritsugu’s wife, bandmate (in the punkoid
duo Low On High) and longtime muse Amy Davis
(Mod Fuck Explosion, Fame Whore, Scum Rock).
James Duval of cult faves Donnie Darko and Doom
Generation costars. Numbskull Revolution is
currently in post-production and is scheduled to be
completed this fall, just in time for Sundance, Berlin
and Rotterdam film festival deadlines. Since moving
from San Francisco to Santa Fe, Moritsugu has
been teaching guerilla filmmaking classes and shot
his 2013 feature Pig Death Machine. The upcoming
benefit includes a sneak preview of Numbskull
Revolution, doorprizes, giveaways, guest
appearances and a screening of Moritsugu’s 1993
magnum opus Terminal USA. That anarchic,
stereotype-busting comedy caused a tidal wave of
controversy when it aired on PBS and nearly got its
creator blacklisted. There is a suggested $10
donation to get in the door. All funds raised will be
put toward editing, visual effects, music clearance
and promotion costs on Numbskull Revolution. The
Center For Contemporary Arts is located at 1050
Old Pecos Trail in Santa Fe. For more info on the film
and its writer-director, go to jonmoritsugu.com

Do the Rock
This year’s theme for the ABQ-BernCo Public
Library’s summer reading program is “Libraries
Rock!” In addition to encouraging reading among
kids, tweens, teens and adults and hosting a
plethora of seasonal music and reading programs at
libraries around the city, the city/country initiative is
hosting a series of musical film screenings at the
KiMo Theatre. On Wednesday, July 25, for example,
it’s the 1996 film That Thing Your Do! starring Tom
Hanks as the manager of a midwestern pop band
hoping to take America by storm in 1964. It’s not
based on a book or anything, but … well, I guess it
rocks. Admission is free and open to the public. The
film starts at 7pm. KiMo is located at 423 Central
Ave. NW. 

Extra, Extra!
The New Mexico Film Office’s Educational Speakers
Series returns Wednesday, July 25 with “Breaking
Into Background Work in New Mexico.” Bobbie
Shelton, longtime background extra, will cover who
the background agencies in New Mexico are, how to
register with them and what you need to know to
start working as a background artist. She will also
explain what you should bring to set, what your day
will look like and some basic do’s and don’ts of
working as background artists. The lecture takes
place from 6 to 7pm at 1100 S. St. Francis Dr. in
Santa Fe. The event is free, but you need to register
in advance by going to eventbrite.com. For complete
details check out nmfilm.com/monthly-speaker-
series.aspx. a

to the film’s screenplay with a shotgun. The
film’s unexpected twist is too strange to really
sympathize with. And not all the jokes land
with both feet. But the strength of Riley’s
convictions stays true. Sorry To Bother You is
not the work of a practiced, disciplined
filmmaker. It’s the work of a manic,
committed, wildly creative first-timer. He’s got
a lot to say about economic inequalities in
America and the continuing
exploitation/fetishization of African-
Americans in our culture. Riley’s sense of
humor, which tends toward visual gags and
absurdist situations, also helps keep the whole
crackpot affair from feeling angry or
unbalanced. Even in the most ridiculous
moments, you feel like you want to stick it out.

Stanfield and Thompson make their mark.
Thompson’s parade of earrings alone deserve
an Oscar. And Stanfield evinces a tidy
transformation over the course of the film,
from his initial scenes hunched over in
existential dread to later scenes bursting with
goofy “white voice” pride to his final stretch
spent stumbling about confused and contused
as the world collapses around him. Armie
Hammer (The Social Network, Call Me By Your
Name) drops by as the coke-addled CEO
offering up some devilish temptation to our
man Cassius and certainly looks like he’s
having fun doing it.

Sorry To Bother You is a loopy, unpolished,
capricious collage of comedy, satire, sci-fi,
fantasy (and just a drop of horror). Anything
this freewheeling probably shouldn’t work at
all. But its maker certainly doesn’t lack for
ambition. Leaning hard into his surreal,
midnight movie tendencies, Riley has created
a one-of-a-kind piece of social criticism
disguised as one very weird comedy. a

Sorry to Bother You
Written and directed by Boots Riley

Starring Lakeith Stanfield, Tessa Thompson, 

Armie Hammer, Steven Yeun

Rated R

Now playing

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

C
hicago rapper Boots Riley turns filmmaker

in his idiosyncratic but exciting writing-

directing debut Sorry To Bother You. The

film freely mixes the sharp-toothed capitalist

satire of Robert Downey Sr.’s Putney Swope

with the two-degrees-off-reality lens of Michel

Gondry (The Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless

Mind) and Spike Jonze (Being John Malkovich),

making for one gonzo critique of modern-day

race relations, corporate ethics and personal

identity. 
Set in an “alternate present,” the film

introduces audiences to a familiar/unfamiliar
Oakland, Calif. Homeless encampments crowd
the streets (and I do mean crowd). The most
popular TV show is “I Got the Shit Kicked
Out Of Me” (a title which explains it all).
And the country’s biggest employer is “Worry
Free Living,” a company that promises free
housing, three meals a day and lifetime
employment. (It’s actually just prison, but it’s
been “rebranded.”) Our protagonist in this
near-Idiocracy dystopia is Cassius Green
(intense-eyed Lakeith Stanfield from Get
Out). Green is an unambitious young black
man obsessed with his looming mortality and
his lack of employment. His girlfriend (the
suddenly essential Tessa Thompson from
Selma, Creed, Thor: Raganrok and
“Westworld”), by way of contrast, is a
firebrand performance artist. (She also
moonlights as an Antifa-esque anti-corporate
terrorist.)

No longer able to afford rent (in his uncle’s
garage), Cassius wheedles his way into a
crappy job as a telemarketer, selling
encyclopedias (of all things). At first he seems

They make a cute couple.
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F
or decades horror author Stephen King has set
his stories in and around a post-Lovecraftian
version of his home state of Maine. Many of

those yarns have taken place in the fictional town
of Castle Rock. Until now, however, these tales
have mostly existed independently of one
another. With “Castle Rock,” the new horror
series from Hulu, all those decades of dense,
Stephen King mythology come crashing together.
Fans are no doubt salivating at the idea of
characters, locations and plotlines from Needful
Things, Salem’s Lot, The Green Mile, Misery, It and
countless other novels and novellas crossing over
one another in horrific harmony.

“Castle Rock” starts out with the warden of
Shawshank State Prison (no doubt that rings a
bell) committing suicide on the eve of his
retirement. Giving the ancient prison the once-
over, the new corporate warden makes a shocking
discovery: a mysterious, nearly mute young man
locked up in a cage in the prison’s long-
abandoned basement. He’s not on any prison
record, and there’s no telling how long he’s been
locked up there—clearly by the prison’s previous
warden. The young man (Bill Skarsgard, who
most recently played Pennywise in the remake of
Stephen King’s It) speaks only three words:
“Henry William Deaver.” 

Deaver (André Holland from Moonlight) is a
notorious local figure in Castle Rock. Now a
famed death-row attorney, Deaver spent his
childhood in the town. Almost 30 years ago, his
adoptive father (the local parish priest) died
under curious circumstances and Henry
disappeared in the woods for 11 long days. Locals
suspected the adopted boy had something to do
with his father’s death, but—after being rescued
by the local sheriff—he claimed to have total
amnesia regarding the incident.

Summoned by a guilt-ridden young prison
guard at Shawshank, Deaver reluctantly returns
to Castle Rock, reuniting with his dementia-
addled mother (Sissy Spacek). Deaver also crosses
paths with Alan Pangborn, the retired former
sheriff of Castle Rock. (King fans will certainly
remember that name from Needful Things and The
Dark Half.) While trying to get inside Shawshank
Prison, Deaver uncovers a long-simmering
conspiracy and unearths some dangerous secrets
from his own past.

The ensemble cast of “Castle Rock” is
impressive. Terry O’Quinn (“Lost”) appears as
Dale Lacy, the deceased former warden of
Shawshank (although he scores decent screen
time in flashback). Melanie Lynskey (Heavenly
Creatures) shows up as a local real estate agent
with a curious medical condition who used to live
across the street from young Henry Deaver. And
Jane Levy (“Suburgatory,” the Evil Dead reboot)
drops by as churchgoing local gal “Jackie
Torrence.” (Inside joke or major clue? … Only
time will tell.)

“Castle Rock” favors slow-building chills over
bloodcurdling horrors. Its complex, deeply
tangled storylines don’t offer a lot of narrative
closure, episode to episode. Producers are betting
that hardcore King aficionados will shiver in
anticipation with every Easter egg and inside
reference, of which there are many. At one point,
for example, O’Quinn’s voiceover recalls “the
summer after they found that boy’s body out by
the train tracks.” (Points if you guessed Stand By
Me.) You don’t have to have read all of King’s
books to get hooked on the creeping mystery at
the heart to this spooky series—but a certain
amount of King obsession will certainly enhance
the viewing experience. a
Season 1 of “Castle Rock” premieres Wednesday, July

25 on Hulu.

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

FRIDAY 20

“Rise of the the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles” (Nickelodeon 7:30pm)
Nickelodeon offers up yet another
animated reboot of Eastman &
Laird’s childhood fave. With each
iteration Leo, Mikey, Don and Raph
look less and less like your nostalgic
memories. 

“In Search Of” (History 8:03pm) Not
content to simply take over Leonard
Nimoy’s gig in the new Star Trek films,
actor Zachary Quinto adds a reboot
of Nimoy’s old weird science docu-
series. (Lest we forget, Mitch Pileggi
from “The X-Files” gave it a short-lived
try back in 2002.)

SATURDAY 21

“Sex, Lies & Murder” (Reelz 8pm)
Reelz’ new true crime series—involving
… well, the title kinda covers it—
sounds like it escaped from
Investigation Discovery.

SUNDAY 22

“Shaq Does Shark Week” (Discovery
7pm) Former NBA star Shaquille
O’Neal kicks off the 30th anniversary
of “Shark Week” because … um,
alliteration?

MONDAY 23

“Cuba’s Secret Shark Lair” (Discovery
8pm) Whoa! Who knew Castro was
keeping a secret lair full of sharks?

Hopefully armed with frickin’
lasers.

TUESDAY 24

“Guy Fieri’s Feeding Frenzy”
(Disocvery 6pm) The host of
“Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives”
takes that final word literally,
jumping into the waters off the
Bahamas to see what goes into
an all-you-can-eat shark buffet.
… Please, sharks, don’t eat Guy
Fieri. It’s not that I love the dude.
It’s just that he’s full of blue
cheese Buffalo wasabi fries.

“Miz & Mrs.” (USA 8pm) WWE
wrestling star “The Miz” and his
wife get their own reality show
because … oh, I give up at this
point.

WEDNESDAY 25

“Sniper: The Ultimate
Competition” (History 6pm)
Active duty snipers from the
military, law enforcement and
elite federal agencies descend
on Fort Benning, Ga., to
compete in “a series of deadly
challanges based on real
combat situations.” There will be
prizes.

“Burden of Truth” (KWBQ-19
7pm) Hoping to save money
over the long, hot summer, The
CW imports this legal drama
starring Kristin Kreuk
(“Smallville”) from “Hollywood
North” (a.k.a. Canada). a

THURSDAY 19

Light in the Water (LOGO 7am) This
documentary tells the story of the
LGBTQ athletes who made history
at the first-ever Gay Games in
1982.

“Doctor Who: The Lost Episode”
(BBC America 6pm) The BBC uses
remastered footage and new
animation to reconstruct author
Douglas Adams’ infamous,
unfinished ’70s-era “Doctor Who”
episode “Shada”—the plot of which
was mostly recycled in his 1987
novel Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective
Agency.

“Trial & Error: Lady, Killer” (KOB-4
8pm) NBC kicks off a second
season of its perfectly silly true-
crime spoof with a whole new trial—
this one involving Broadway babe
Kristen Chenoweth as a murder
suspect.

“The Grand Hustle” (BET 8pm) Have
you ever wondered what “The
Apprentice” would look like if it were
hosted by rapper T.I. instead of
Donald Trump? … Yeah. Me neither.
But here it is.

King’s Domain
“Castle Rock” on Hulu
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Cinemas Albuquerque, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse)

Avengers: Infinity War
Marvel Studios folds together characters from just
about every comic book franchise it's got for one
giant-sized, free-for-all brawl. When power-mad
alien conquerer Thanos (Josh Brolin) tries to unite
the six Infinity Gems, The Avengers, Black Panther,
Doctor Strange, Spider-Man and the Guardians of
the Galaxy must join forces to stop him from using
them to wipe out half the life in the universe. Any-
thing you can say about this counts as a spoiler. It's
certainly not the best entry point for the Marvel Cin-
ematic, relying on 10 years of backstory and setup.
But it is a surprising, satisfying and shockingly dark
capper to this second phase of the MCU. 149 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Eating Animals
Natalie Portman narrates this sustainable farming
documentary, based on the book by Jonathan
Safran Foer. Though it finds great fault with today's
corporate factory farming industry, it isn't arguing
for a wholesale shift toward plant-based diets. Full
of reasonable investigations and actionable solu-
tions, the film sees an alternative solution in ethi-
cal, environmentally responsible family farms.
Though it won't please the militant vegetarians in
the audience, this is less than a screed against cor-
porate America and more a sad portrait of Amer-
ica’s declining agricultural heritage. Reviewed in
v27 i28. 94 minutes. Unrated. (High Ridge)

The First Purge
The fourth in the popular (not to mention cheap-to-
make) dystopian action series is, as the title sug-
gests, a prequel. Here, we go back in time to see
how the New Founding Fathers tested out Purge
Night, a 12-hour period in which all crime is legal.
But the isolated community chosen to test this bru-
tal political idea explodes when the violence of the
oppressors meets the rage of the marginalized. 97
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Hearts Beat Loud
Nick Offerman ("The Office") and Kiersey Clemons
("Transparent") star in this sweet-natured musical
dramedy about a widowed father and his teenage
daughter who form an unlikely songwriting duo in
the summer before she leaves for med school. Of-
ferman is perfect as the aging hipster dad, mourn-
ing the loss of daughter and youth. Clemons,
meanwhile, is clearly coming into her own as an ac-
tress. The film is as friendly and lightweight as it
sounds—but sometimes that ain't such a bad thing.
97 minutes. PG-13. (High Ridge)

Hereditary
An overly emotional wife, mother and artist (Toni
Collette, The Sixth Sense) dreams of getting out

OPENING THIS WEEK

The 15th Annual Festival of Film Noir
Guild Cinema's 15th annual outing of classic Holly-
wood crime films takes place July 20 though 29.
First up (Friday and Saturday) is a double-feature of
"Backwoods Noir" featuring 1948's Moonrise and
1955's Night of the Hunter. Next (Sunday and Mon-
day) is "Beat the Clock Noir" with 1950's DOA and
1948's He Walked By Night. Tuesday and Wednes-
day bring two Raymond Burr thrillers, 1947's Des-
perate and 1949's Red Light. Thursday closes out
the first round with an Ida Lupino double-shot:
1954's Private Hell 36 and 1951's On Dangerous
Ground. More darkness descends next weekend!
Go to guildcinema.com for a complete schedule of
films and times. Unrated. (Opens Friday 7/20 at
Guild Cinema)

Batman
Tim Burton's 1989 version of Batman looks a little
dated next to the epic, grim-faced action of Christo-
pher Nolan's more recent efforts. Still, it's a ground-
breaker in the superhero genre, presenting colorful
heroes, unforgettable villains and some knockout
action sequences. 126 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Sunday 7/22 at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

The Equalizer 2
Antoine Fuqua's 2014 action flick had Denzel
Washington taking over from TV's Edward Woodward
as a retired government agent who takes on ran-
dom assignments helping innocent people in trou-
ble. Denzel is back now, serving up justice for the
exploited. This time around one of his old CIA
friends is murdered, and he's got to go gunning for
revenge, old-guy-style. 129 minutes. (Opens Thurs-
day 7/19 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Jumanji
Robin Williams stars in this perfectly likable 1995
family flick about two kids who play a magical, jun-
gle-themed board game and release a man who
has been trapped for decades. 104 minutes. PG.
(Opens Wednesday 7/25 at Flix Brewhouse)

The King
Forty years after the death of Elvis Presley, docu-
mentary filmmaker Eugene Jarecki (The Trials of
Henry Kissinger, Why We Fight) road-trips across
America interviewing fans, friends and even a few
critics in the back seat of The King's 1963 Rolls
Royce. Among the hodge-podge of people: Alec
Baldwin, James Carville, Chuck D, Lana Del Rey,
Emmylou Harris, Ethan Hawke, John Hiatt, Greil Mar-
cus and Mike Myers. The sprawling-yet-powerful re-
sults are as much about the last 80 years of
American history as they are about the musical
icon himself. 107 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 7/20
at High Ridge)

The LEGO Movie
The guest voices are insane (Will Arnett, Elizabeth
Banks, Alison Brie, Charlie Day, Will Ferrell, Will
Forte, Morgan Freeman, Jonah Hill, Keegan-Michael
Key, Liam Neeson, Shaquille O'Neal, Nick Offerman,
Cobie Smulders, Channing Tatum). 100 minutes.
PG. (Opens Wednesday 7/25 at Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema)

Mama Mia! Here We Go Again
In the 2008 original we got a lot of very bad
karaoke versions of ABBA songs and a story about
how Meryl Streep slept with so many dudes she
couldn't remember who the father of her about-to-
be-married daughter (Amanda Seyfried) was. In this
sequel, the former bride is pregnant, grandma
(Cher) shows up, and we get flashbacks to that
magical summer 30 years ago when young Meryl
Streep (Lily James) banged young Pierce Brosnan
(Jeremy Irvine), young Stellan Skarsgard (Josh
Dylan) and young Colin Firth (Hugh Skinner). Also,
more ABBA songs. 108 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Thursday 7/19 at Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cin-
emas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, High Ridge)

Office Space
Mike Judge ("Beavis and Butt-Head") wrote and di-
rected this hilarious, live-action cult comedy from

1999. Ron Livingston ("Band of Brothers") leads a
trio of corporate wage slaves who decide to rebel
against their greedy boss. Based on the "Milton"
animated shorts Judge made for "Saturday Night
Live." 89 minutes. R. (Opens Tuesday 7/24 at Flix
Brewhouse)

Princess Mononoke
This grandly mythical tale comes from Japanese
master animator Hayao Miyazaki and is considered
one of the finest pieces of modern animation. The
1997 film relates the tale of a cursed warrior prince
who gets caught in a war between the industrial
owners of Iron Town and the title character, a feral
female guardian of the forest. This is part of the on-
going Studio Ghibli Fest. Presented in English
dubbed and English subtitled versions. 134 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Sunday 7/22 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Sandlot
You're killing me, Smalls. A new kid in town joins a
pee-wee baseball team in the summer of 1962 and
must overcome rival teams, mean lifeguards and
one very vicious dog. In the years since its release
(1993), this coming-of-age comedy has become a
major cult film. It's hitting theaters for its 25th an-
niversary—in case you wanna feel old. 101 minutes.
PG. (Opens Sunday 7/22 at Century 14 Downtown,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Unfriended: Dark Web
The modestly successful 2014 social media horror
film Unfriended gets an unrelated sequel. This one's
about a teen who gets a used laptop on Craigslist—
only to find out that he's being cyberstalked by the
previous owner, who will do anything to get the
computer back. Like the original, everything on
screen is viewed through Skype, Facebook Messen-
ger chats and various dark web sites. Unlike the
original, there's no vengeful ghost—just a bunch of
murdery, snuff film websites. Evidently, there are two
different "twist" endings. No telling which one you'll
get to see. 88 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 7/19 at
Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

STILL PLAYING

Ant-Man and The Wasp
Marvel breaks out a sequel to its 2015 action com-
edy hit Ant-Man. This time around our pint-sized
hero/single father (Paul Rudd) is teamed up with a
no-nonsense female counterpart (Evangeline Lilly)
to battle a dangerous, phase-shifting villain named
Ghost. Laurence Fishburne also joins the cast as
scientist Bill Foster, whom longtime comic book
fans will surely recognize. 118 minutes. PG-13.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Icon

from under the thumb of her unstable, domineering
mother. But when mom finally dies, our protagonist
finds her family (distracted teenage son, seemingly
autistic daughter and confused hubby Gabriel
Bryne) plagued by a string of horrific tragedies.
Haunted by the ghosts of Sirk, Bergman, Tarkovsky,
Greenaway and Lynch, first-time filmmaker Ari Aster
displays a strong visual eye and a flair for the
shocking in this art house thriller—which slowly
transmogrifies from dark domestic drama to pitch-
black, cosmic horror. 127 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown)

Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation
The monsters from Hotel Transylvania are heading
out for some fun in the sun in this animated sequel.
Workaholic hotelier Count Dracula (voiced by Adam
Sandler) finds himself stuck on a sea cruise with
his daughter (Selena Gomez), his human son-in-law
(Andy Samberg) and a host of mummies, were-
wolves and Frankenstein monsters. Naturally, old
man Drac falls in love with the ship's lovely Captain
Ericka (Kathryn Hahn). Just as naturally, she turns
out to be a descendent of the famed vampire killing
clan, the Van Helsings. Hijinks ensue. 97 minutes.
PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Century Rio, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

Incredibles 2
After 14 years Pixar returns to the Parr family, the
clan of superpowered folks who fought off enforced
retirement. Now the family is thrown for a loop when
mom Elastigirl (Holly Hunter) is recruited by a high-
profile, Avengers-style team, leaving dad Mr. Incredi-
ble (Craig T. Nelson) to play Mr. Mom to his
superpowered kids—including wonder baby Jack-
Jack. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
Seems that troubled Isla Nublar now has an addi-
tional problem (besides all those man-eating di-
nosaurs on the loose). Wouldn't you know it: The
entire island has been sitting on a dormant volcano
this entire time, and it's now exploding. Naturally, a
mix of untrustworthy mercenaries and squabbling
scientists (plus dinosaur trainer Chris Pratt and op-
erations manager Bryce Dallas Howard) head back
to the island to rescue a bunch of the giant lizards
before, you know, lava. What could possibly go
wrong? Oh, I don't know: The exact same crap
that's gone wrong in the last four films? Don't get
me wrong. This trope-filled sequel is extremely excit-
ing. But it lacks the original's sense of wonder and
gets increasingly dumb—somehow ending up as a
haunted house story, but with dinosaurs instead of
ghosts. 128 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Night of the Hunter at the 15th Annual Festival of Film Noir
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a longtime rival, he stumbles across an elderly
street ball legend (Irving). Naturally, our hustler
drafts him and his septuagenarian basketball
squad (including Shaquille O'Neal, Chris Webber,
Reggie Miller, Nate Robinson and Lisa Leslie) to
compete in a big tournament. This could be the
best advertising-based entertainment since the
GEICO caveman got his own sitcom on ABC (which
is a thing that happened from October to November
of 2007).  103 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Whitney
Scottish director Kevin Macdonald (The Last King of
Scotland, State of Play, Touching the Void) helms
this documentary about the life and music of Amer-
ican singer Whitney Houston. Macdonald's portrait
steers clear of tabloid dirt—but that's not too sur-
prising, given this was made with the express con-
sent and participation of her family. 120 minutes.
R. (Century Rio)

Won't You Be My Neighbor?
This lovely and incredibly welcome documentary ex-
plores the life, lessons and legacy of iconic chil-
dren's show host Fred Rogers—whose compassion,
earnestness and fundamental "goodness" seem to
be in desperately short supply in today's con-
tentious world. Be prepared to get hit with a wave of
nostalgia and emotion. It's OK to cry, even. Mr.
Rogers said so. Morgan Neville (an Oscar winner for
20 Feet From Stardom) directs. 94 minutes. PG-13.
(Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

SECOND RUN

Adrift
Shailene Woodley (the Divergent movies) and Sam
Claflin (the Hunger Games movies) star in this
"true" survival tale about a young couple who fall in
love and decide to go on the adventure of a lifetime
sailing across the Pacific Ocean—but quickly drift
into "one of the most catastrophic hurricanes in
recorded history." 120 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

Black Panther
Prince T'Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the
high-tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its
throne in the wake of his father's death (as seen in
Captain America: Civil War). Reviewed in v27 i8.
134 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Book Club
An A-list group of seniors (Diane Keaton, Jane
Fonda, Candice Bergen, Mary Steenburgen) reads
50 Shades of Grey at its monthly book club meet-
ing, inspiring some comic sexual shenanigans.
Relax, ladies, it's a terrible, terrible book. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

Breaking In
A mother (Gabriel Union) with two children can't
contact the police or get help when violent home
invaders break into her "impenetrable" high-tech
house and take her kids hostage, so she goes all
Liam Neeson on their asses. 88 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

Deadpool 2
This time around, our foul-mouthed (and frequently
ultraviolent) vigilante Deadpool (Ryan Reynolds)
adopts a hot-headed young mutant kid (Julian Den-
nison from Hunt for the Wilderpeople), who is being
hunted down by a pissed-off cyborg from the future
(Josh Brolin). Reviewed in v27 i20. 119 minutes. R.
(Century Rio, Movies West)

Life of the Party
When her husband abruptly asks for a divorce, a
middle-aged wife and mother (Melissa McCarthy)
goes all Old School, reenrolling in college to com-
plete her degree. There, her out-of-date hijinks be-
come a source of much embarrassment for her
daughter. 105 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Overboard
Anna Faris ("Mom") and Spanglish comedy star Eu-
genio Derbez (Instructions Not Included, How to Be
a Latin Lover) star in this gender-flipped remake of
the 1987 Goldie Hawn/Kurt Russell rom-com. This
time around she's the poor, mistreated contractor
and he's the spoiled rich yacht owner suffering from
amnesia. 112 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

A Quiet Place
After the Earth is invaded and nearly decimated by
creatures that hunt by sound, a tight-knit family is
forced to live on the run (and in total silence).
When mom gets pregnant, the terrified parents'
overprotectiveness is tested to the limit. 90 min-
utes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Rampage
Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson headlines as a prima-
tologist (sure, why not?) who befriends an extraordi-
narily intelligent ape who grows to giant size, meets
up with some other oversized monsters and de-
stroys stuff. Based on the 1986 video game. 107
minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

RBG
Much-admired Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsberg gets the biopic treatment with this look
into her life and work. Not just a tribute to the ener-
getic life of one tough, smart, even-tempered lady,
the documentary also stands as a monument to
her legacy of precedent-setting legal writing. 98
minutes. PG. (High Ridge, Movies 8, Movies West)

Ready Player One
In near future America, people spend most of their
time living in the virtual reality world of The Oasis.
But when the reclusive creator of the game dies, he
leaves behind a series of clues. The first player to
solve them will gain control of The Oasis. Now it's
up to one impoverished teen (Tye Sheradan) and
his pals to crack it. 140 minutes. PG-13. (Movies
West)

Show Dogs
This live-action comedy—from the director who gave
us Beverly Hills Chihuahua—is basically Miss Con-
geniality with a canine instead of Sandra Bullock.
Ludacris, Alan Cumming, Stanley Tucci, Gabriel Igle-
sias, Shaquille O'Neal and RuPaul provide various
dog voices. 92 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Leave No Trace
Writer-director Debra Granik, who gave us 2010's
searing Winter's Bone, gets slightly less bleak for
this contemplative backwoods drama about a
homeless, PTSD-afflicted father (Ben Foster) and
his 13-year-old daughter (Thomasin McKenzie) liv-
ing an idyllic (if tenuous) existence squatting in a
vast urban park in Portland, Ore. When authorities
finally close in on them, their life of freedom is
threatened—not just by a return to the ordinary
world, but by the idea that there might be some-
thing more than mere survival out there for them.
Suffused with regional realism, the film is never less
than brutally honest—but it also never strays in its
empathy for these noble but flawed characters. 108
minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge)

Ocean's 8
In this "side-quel" to the previous Ocean's trilogy,
Danny Ocean's sister (Sandra Bullock) gets out of
jail and immediately plots an impossibly complex
heist to steal a fortune in diamonds from the Met
Gala. Naturally, this involves recruiting a team of
(female) thieves, cons and scam artists to pull off.
Kate Blanchett, Anne Hathaway, Mindy Kaling,
Sarah Paulson, Helena Bonham Carter, Dakota Fan-
ning and Rihanna are among the star-studded cast.
110 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

Sicario: Day of the Soldado
The blistering border action saga Sicario gets an
over-the-top sequel with morally flexible federal
agent Matt Graver (Josh Brolin) re-teaming with
mysterious assassin Alejandro (Benicio Del Toro).
Seems that terrorists, drug dealers, human traffick-
ers and all manner of foreigners are conspiring to
commit all sorts of cross-border evil. Naturally, it's
up to Graver and Alejandro and their new "no rules"
edict to draw a line in the sand. This grim, hyper-vio-
lent action flick dumps a lot of the dramatic sub-
tlety of the original, making this the Rambo to the
original's First Blood. 122 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque
12, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Skyscraper
Another week, another preposterous Dwayne "The
Rock" Johnson action flick. Here, the wrestlin' thes-
pian plays a former military man hired as head of
security for the world's tallest building (in Hong
Kong). When the building catches on fire after an
attack by terrorists, our hero goes to great lengths
(not to mention extreme heights) to rescue his wife
(Neve Campbell) and kids. Yeah, you've seen this
kinda thing before. 102 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Sorry to Bother You
Reviewed this issue. 105 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

Tag
A small group of former classmates organize an
elaborate, annual game of tag—the same one
they've been playing since they were kids. The game
is threatened, though, when the as-yet-untagged
champion threatens to quit after 30 years. Among
our overly competitive adults are Jake Johnson, Ed
Helms, Jon Hamm, Hannibal Burress and Jeremy
Renner. Weirdly enough, this raunchy comedy is
based on a true story. 100 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Three Identical Strangers
In 1980 three complete strangers crossed paths in
New York City, only to discover they were identical
triplets, separated at birth. The 19-year-olds' joyous
reunion catapulted them to international fame, but
also unlocked an unsettling secret that had been
haunting all three young men their entire lives. In
unpacking its baffling, true-life conspiracy, this fas-
cinating documentary switches moods from coinci-
dence-driven sitcom to psychological mystery. 96
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, High
Ridge)

Uncle Drew
Remember all those "hilarious" Pepsi Max commer-
cials in which Boston Celtics player Kyrie Irving
dressed up in old-age makeup? Well, they're a fea-
ture film now. After a New York hustler (Lil Rel How-
ery from Get Out) loses his team and his money to

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

(505) 369-1772
1715 5th. NW ABQ, NM 87102

factoryon5.com 

Friday 
July 27th

and
Saturday 
July 28th 

ABQ Circus Arts 
Summer Circus 

Spectacular 7PM
$10 advance
$15 At door

Tickets available
at Hold My Ticket

Wednesday
July 25th

"Paint night with The 
Pigment Pushers"

5:30pm
Call to reserve tickets

Friday 
July 20th

Clark Andrew Libbey
and

Ryan Painter
7PM
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SONIC REDUCER
BY AUGUST MARCH

Marsupious
Dawn Will Be

Sacred

(Self-Released)

Here is a summary of
Dawn Will Be Sacred:
Brutal, muscular, veering
toward a rationally realized math rock, but also
filled with anxious, verging-on-angry subtext
about the state of civilization through
vocalizations that are auspiciously enunciated
by a singer leading his fellows through darkness
toward a new, metallic light. The new
monstrously epic album by Marsupious is an
organic construction with industrial portents
leaking through the fluctuating wormholes it
creates, as if music is a ritual meant to signal the
transcendence of time, the end of man and so
forth. I feel both satisfied and disconsolate while
listening to this recording. Favorite tracks:
“Cosmic Bitch,” the title track and closer “Stoma
Karm.” To paraphrase by a certain verisimilitude
of humanity, one sometimes has to destroy in
order to create.

Ras Elijah Tafari
Red Coals

(Central Root Studio)

I know what you’re
saying, fellow cynical
Gen X, millennial and
trans-dimensional,
super-generational
readers of these
telegraphic record
reviews. Yes, the name of the artist in this
particular case is indeed Ras Elijah Tafari, and no
you do not get to pounce ironically or otherwise
on that dude’s name, because really, this is a
decent record, a fab record—even if if the
occasional auto-tune drives me closer and
closer to an unfortunate encounter with the
eternal vocorder in the sky. With local hip-hop
nation and rocanroler guest artists aplenty
(how’s Def-I or Revíva’s Chris Brennan for cred-
building rosters, yo?) plus a real delicate feel for
flow and form, this tapestry of talented tuneage
includes memorable pieces like “Reap What You
Sow,” “Higher Nature” and “Dew Of My Youth.”

NeverDrive
NeverDrive

(Self-Released)

This is one of those
albums that just starts
playing—and then feels
to everyone in the room
or anyone else who has
been exposed to its
vibrant viralism—like it’s always been playing
and more than that, it accurately describes the
lives of everyone who is in that room listening
listlessly, until sleep overcomes each individual
there. Then of course one dreams of the stuff on
record here, from the aching groove of “Ode To
IPhone,” to the rambling, and piquantly alluring
excursion described on “Antispychotics.” By the
time listeners get half way through this all too
short summer reverie, wandering through the
candied cacophony of “Alright” it is more than
alright; it’s gloriously art-damaged—ghostly
echoes, high register guitar explosives and
lamentive, petulantly pendantic vocals and all.
a

MUSIC | SHOW UP!

Finding Things to Do
With trunks of memories still to come

BY AUGUST MARCH

“L
ong may you run/ Long may you run/
Although these changes/ have come/
With your chrome heart shining/ in

the sun/ Long may you run/ Maybe The Beach
Boys/ have got you now/ With those waves/
singing "Caroline No"/ Rollin' down/ that
empty ocean road/ Gettin' to the surf on time/
Long may you run/ Long may you run/
Although these changes/ have come/ With
your chrome heart shining/ in the sun/ Long
may you run.”—Neil Young

No matter how he surveyed the situation,
August March continued to have deep
reservations about mentioning anything that
might distract from the fact that this town had
the best damn music of just about any place on
Earth. Though tragedy seemed to abound
during that summer of 2018, March earnestly
believed that there was also great joy to be
found on the planet and that, ofttimes such
pleasant feels—as the kids called subsequent
emotional responses to certain stimuli—came
from direct interactions with the thing called
music.

With that in mind, he pushed aside the
feeling of dread and heavy rumination he had
been feeling, put his fingers to the keyboard
and as words filled the screen in front of him,
began to rock the hell out, confident that he
had found a path away from the chaos. That
trail, by the way, started on the weekend and
had a sign at its beginning that read: Listen to
me.

Friday
Dudes! Do not forget about the ARISE Music
and Coffee fundraiser coming up on Friday,
July 20 at Launchpad (618 Central Ave. NW).
We spoke to the very interesting and rocked
out fellows that run this essentially Burqueño
music shop a couple of weeks ago and it’s got
our thumbs-up as one of the best local music
emporiums and hangouts to ever rise out of the
dry desert dust in El Duque. Join Mike Trujillo
and Roman Barham as they welcome support
and performances from local prog and metal
masters like Suspended, Cobra vs. Mongoose,
Anesthesia, Brother Strange and Patema. It’s
going to be an awesomely head-banging night;
support your local scene, ese! 8pm • $7 • 21+.

Friday Part II
En serio, I wouldn’t keep it up with the fine
palabras about NMJW’s Salsa Under The Stars
series if the dang thing didn’t keep on kicking
it, weekend after pinche weekend this summer.
That said, please consider joining other
interested parties—which could mean many of
your friends and neighbors, because who
doesn’t like to get down to the intricate yet
dance-y multi-genre stylings of one of Burque’s

best and most reliably groovy Latin
orchestras?—at the Albuquerque Museum
Amphitheater (2000 Mountain Rd. NW) on
Friday, July 20. In nearly 25 years of gigging,
Nosotros have evolved into a 9-piece Latino
powerhouse that plays it all, homies. Oye,
maybe I’ll see you there. 7pm • $15 General
Admission, $12 NMJW Members
/Students/Seniors • All-ages.

Saturday
Gemini Syndrome is an alt.metal band (notice
how I used the OG, usenet style nomenclature
there folks) that truth be told, I don’t know
too much about. But they will be gloriously
gigging at Launchpad (618 Central Ave. NW)
on Saturday, July 21. The genre they immerse
themselves in is, like any form of molten
metal, in flux, heating and flowing and then
solidifying into sounds that are pretty, pretty
damn heavy. They’re reminiscent of Tool in
that they produce very polished, even stylized
music that has elements of metal buried in it,
albeit alongside prog and emo tropes too. On
tour, they’re playing with Las Vegas, Nev.,
alt.rock types Code Red Riot, another band
that sorta sounds like another band that sorta
sounds like Tool. I’ll put those bollocks aside
though because I know for damn sure that the
local bands supporting these credible but
constrained bands from the western lands truly
rock. Ashes of Jupiter and Darken The Day
represent “alternative” roads taken by the
metal community here in Burque, and while

one’s been part of the scene for a few years, the
other is new. Both deserve to be heard, early
and often as they say, by local audiences. Go
for said local flava, stay for the sexy Satanic
rituals that happen after the show is over, yo.
8:30pm • $10 • 21+. 

Sunday
As audiences may have guessed by now (it’s
been more than four years, dang it) August
March is deeply moved by the quirky, by the
odd, by the experimental. I think it has
something with the dude being a surrealist or
at least a magical realist. Anywho, March will
get a full filling of such sublime and vasty
experiences when composer Julianna Barwick
and harpist Mary Lattimore visit Burque’s
home for hep happenings, Sister (407 Central
Ave. NW) on Sunday, July 22. Barwick does
much of her work using recorded sound loops.
Her gauzy, ghostly and subconsciously derived
vocalizations and atmospheric, droning
melodies are featured on her newer work like
2016’s Will, but personally I prefer her early
oeuvre, including (of course) her super-
fantastic remix of Radiohead’s “Reckoner.”
Meanwhile, harpist Lattimore, the recipient of
a Pew Fellowship, classically trained, et cetera
has been at the forefront of musical
experimentation and genre deconstructing
musical experimentalism for about 10 years.
Her new recording is called Hundreds of Days
and calling it ethereal seems like an exercise in
circumspection because the work totally rocks,
hijos y hijas. 8pm • $12 • 21+. a

Composer and musician Julianna Barwick COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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THURSDAY JULY 19
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • Chris Ravin • rock ’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van Country •
country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Jeffrey Alan Band • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Jam Session Hosted by The
Rudy Boy Experiment • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Abolitionist • Visions of Death • Doomed To
Exist • metal, punk • Sadistic Tyrants • 9pm • $5

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Felix and Chessa • variety • 7pm

SISTER Electric Funeral • heavy metal, rock • 8pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Ryan Painter • singer-songwriter •
8pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY JULY 20
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Beg, Borrow and
Steal • acoustic rock • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Martin y Moso •
variety • 5:30pm • Kyle Martin Band • country, rock ’n’ roll, Americana •
8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Jeffrey Alan Band • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAGON HORN TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

LAUNCHPAD ARISE Music and Coffee Fundraiser Show •
Suspended • Cobra Vs. Mongoose • Anesthesia • heavy metal •
Brother Strange • Patema • progressive • 8pm • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Last Call • swing, jazz,
soul, blues, R&B • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Mister Riot • Ohm • Deejay Psycho Pat •
variety • 9pm • $5

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Headliners Comedy Presents •
9:35pm • $5 • 21+

SISTER Shrimp Night • Reighnbeau • indietronica • 1960SFE • elec-
tronic, grime • DJ Cold Boy • Ethnograph • 9pm • $5 • 21+

STONE FACE TAVERN Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, dance, roots, rock •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Hops and Dreams • Desert
Darlings • bellydance • 8pm • FREE • 21+

URBAN 360 PIZZA GRILL AND TAP HOUSE Reverend E and the
Vagrants • blues • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY JULY 21
B2B2 TAPROOM Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Ancient Bones •
classic rock, folk • 4:30pm • January Storm • classic rock • 7:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Salazar Linde •
variety • 5:30pm • Roger Jameson • singer-songwriter • 8:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BROKEN TRAIL TASTING ROOM One for the Road Comedy with
John Hidler • 8pm • $10

DIRTY BOURBON Jeffrey Alan Band • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Gemini Syndrome • alt.metal • Code Red Riot • Ashes
of Jupiter • Darken the Day • heavy metal • 8:30pm

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Elvis Crespo • Latin
pop • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Xasthur • black metal • 8pm

PIATANZI Gustavo Pimentel • variety • 6pm • FREE

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Chris Dracup Trio • blues, reggae,
soul • 8pm • FREE • 21+

ROUTE 66 CASINO Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, dance, roots, rock •
9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CALENDAR | MUSIC

MUSIC

CALENDAR

SIDEWINDERS The Largest Women's Dance • 7pm • $10 • 21+

SISTER The Whiskey Sisters Present: Fascinations and Infatuations •
Mayo Lua de Frenchie • The Burning Shivers • surf rock • Arty Dodger •
burlesque, sideshow • Aluna Reign and Dahlia de la Nuit • Jaz
Bubbles • Erica Solit • 8pm • $12 • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Caleb Miller • alt.singer-songwriter • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Nathan Kalish and the
Lastcallers • country, Americana • 8pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic •
5pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY JULY 22
BOESE BROTHERS BREWERY Live Comedy with Patrick Hastie
and Matt Ziemak • 8pm • $5

FRESH BISTRO Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop, blues, mellow rock •
10am • FREE • ALL-AGES!

ISLETA AMPHITHEATER Pentatonix • pop, a cappella • 8pm

LAUNCHPAD Fit For A King • Like Moths to Flames • metalcore •
Currents • 7pm

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Larry Conga Show • classic rock •
1pm • Joe West • Americana • 3pm • FREE

MOLLY'S BAR, Tijeras H-2-8 • rock • 2pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE TIDES. • Sleepspent • variety • Sorrytown •
Diners • surf, indie rock • Witless • 8pm

SIDELINES SPORTS GRILLE & BAR Soocee and Turner • acoustic
variety • 6pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Julianna Barwick • ambient, electronic • Mary Lattimore •
8pm • $12

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES BREWING COMPANY, Truth or
Consequences Nathan Kalish and the Lastcallers • country,
Americana • 4pm • FREE

WINNING COFFEE CO. Albuquerque Megaband Jam • acoustic
string band • 2pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MONDAY JULY 23
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Jim Jones •
country • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Singing Pilgrims •
folk, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN TAPROOM Brain Gang Trivia • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE Maria Muldaur • pop • 7:30pm

LAUNCHPAD Stephen Malkmus and the Jicks • indie rock •
Dommengang • 9pm

THE MATADOR, Santa Fe Metal Mondays • DJ Lady Strange • 9pm •
FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Sleepy Hero • Nylon Otters • Filthy Gorgeous •
Lucania • Full Speed Veronica • indie, pop rock • 9pm

TAOS MESA BREWING, Taos Byrd and Street • Americana, folk •
8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TUESDAY JULY 24
LAUNCHPAD Ballyhoo! • reggae, punk • Bumpin Uglies • Tropidelic •
8pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB Nightmare Canvas • thrash metal • 7pm • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Fea • punk • Cat Teeth • Shrewd • house •
Ugly Girl • 9pm • $7 • 21+

O'NIELL'S PUB, Nob Hill Homie Hangout Comedy Open Mic •
9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

O'NIELL'S PUB, Northeast Heights Open Mic Comedy Hosted
by AJ and Greg • 9pm • FREE • 21+

WEDNESDAY JULY 25
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DUEL BREWING Wikki Wikki Wednesday • DJ Wae Fonky • Cloudface •
Randy B • hip-hop • 9pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD Lydia • indie • Jared and the Mill • Cherry Pools • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. David Garcia • variety • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Singer-Songwriter Showcase •
Matt Kollock • Lexy Pettis • Adam Hooks • David Bridwell • 8pm

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS REVIEW BY JOSHUA LEE

Return Trip
Eternal recurrence at Fruit of the Earth Organics

D
riving past a burnout playing guitar on a
street corner, I felt the shiver of déjà vu
run up my spine. Santa Fe will never

change. I hate it. 
I was groping my way toward Fruit of the

Earth Organics. The last time I was there—
almost two years ago—there had been a
distinct aura of hippie freakout lovefest
flower power in the air. It was very Santa
Fe. I have drifting memories of dense,
cave-like spaces exhaling incense.

Not my kind of place, really, but
the medicine was tip-top. One
terrible thing they never mention
in the brochures is that when you
smoke too much cannabis, you
eventually become a snob about the
pettiest minutiae of this or that
strain. It's gross. 

And here's the thing: In my
estimation, I hadn't come across
better meds in five counties. I’d
smoked scores of strains of varying
quality, but that one trip had stuck
with me.

Of course, I was only smoking about half an
ounce a month back then, and everything I
touched seemed out of my league, so it could
just as easily be a mistake of memory and
relativity (like my distinct recollection that
“ALF” was a good show—I actually laughed at
that when I was a kid). It made me nervous on
my second approach. I blinked at the sun and
noticed an irregular loping gait to my walk.

I was feeling a bit dazzled, and I walked into
the dispensary's CBD bar by accident, despite
the well-placed signs telling me where to go.
The employees were all busy helping
customers, and I noticed my mistake before I
had to admit to it and slipped back out the
door. I only had an impression, but it seemed
sleek and cozy and smelled pleasant. The
people inside had just been shapes in the
shade. Hopefully I'd been like a breeze.

I went a few feet further and found a wide
open door with a glittering desk beckoning me
in from the glare. I awkwardly clomped up to
the receptionist. As he examined my papers, I
looked around and realized I was standing in
what felt like a completely different space from
last time. The windows were letting in
sunlight and the open doors were bringing in
fresh air. Plush modern furniture made the
waiting room feel more like a new-world
hipster coffee shop than an insincere faux
ashram. I was impressed.

There was a crowd there, too. The place
was tight with people at 11 in the morning on
a Friday. No one spoke. They stared at the
electronic menu.

I settled in for a long wait, and joined
everyone else in staring at the menu. I paid
little attention as budtenders poked their
heads out here and there and called patients'
names. But before the menu had rolled
through twice, I was already being called. I
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looked around to make sure there wasn't
another Josh and realized that all of my
neighbors were new. Preposterous.

With a smile, the 'tender ushered me to her
register like a pro. I quickly made my picks and
accepted a bag of flower in less than a minute.
I'd been swept along expertly without even

noticing. There’d even been small talk. I'm
still not exactly sure how all of this

happened, but I do believe some sort of
chicanery was involved. 

I was back in the car and on the
road before my eyes had adjusted to
the store. I immediately jumped on

the fastest road out of town and
ground the pedal into the
floorboard. I hoped for my sake that

my memory was faulty, and
there wasn't anything special
about Fruit of the Earth's
cannabis. If I had to choose

between driving 60 miles for
my meds and moving to Santa
Fe—well, I'd probably just opt for

lower quality and stay home. 
An hour later I was sneering at an empty

bowl and wondering out loud if “ALF” would
be protested today—because of the cat thing.

The question hung in the air as I packed a
bowl of Blueberry Headband (THC: 25.51%—
$11.07/gram). The buds were noticeably moist
and spongy, and squeezing them released a
strong, peppery scent. The hits were pleasantly
smooth and mild, and it took a few minutes for
the effects to ease over me. These were also
fairly easy to handle and seemed to creep up
over time. This indica-dominant hybrid wasn't
too heady at all, and I found it easy to keep my
attention and energy up. A strong relaxant was
at work, and I felt calm and euphoric.

I sat for a while and stared at my plants on
the porch. Then I remembered I was supposed
to be working, so I packed a bowl of Strange
Brew (THC: 21.76%, CBD: 0.07%—
$10.14/gram). This sativa-dominant strain was
even stickier and fresher than the first, and I
had to wash my hands after handling it. It
smelled like lime candy and burned slowly.
The first hit brought on waves of giddiness and
caused me to cough like a coal miner. It tasted
sweet and tart and tickled my brain
immediately. I hit it a second time and popped
open the laptop. I hacked and cackled. The
neurons were armed and firing. There was an
Independence Day celebration going off in my
head. That's how I knew.

The first thing I thought of was that damn
burnout. I typed furiously. a

Fruit of the Earth Organics

310-7917

901 Early St., Santa Fe 

Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

First-time Freebies: Yes
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): "Take a lover who looks
at you like maybe you are magic." Whenever that quote
appears on the internet, it's falsely attributed to painter
Frida Kahlo. In fact, it was originally composed by poet
Marty McConnell. In any case, I'll recommend that you
heed it in the coming weeks. You really do need to focus
on associating with allies who see the mysterious and
lyrical best in you. I will also suggest that you get
inspired by a line that Frida Kahlo actually wrote: "Take
a lover who looks at you like maybe you are a bourbon
biscuit." (If you don't know what a bourbon biscuit is, I'll
tell you: chocolate buttercream stuffed between two
thin rectangular chocolate biscuits.)

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Here's what author
Franz Kafka wrote in his diary on August 2, 1914:
"Germany has declared war on Russia. I went swimming
in the afternoon." We could possibly interpret his
nonchalance about world events to be a sign of callous
self-absorption. But I recommend that you cultivate a
similar attitude in the coming weeks. In accordance with
astrological omens, you have the right and the need to
shelter yourself from the vulgar insanity of politics and
the pathological mediocrity of mainstream culture. So
feel free to spend extra time focusing on your own well-
being. (P.S.: Kafka's biographer says swimming served
this role for him. It enabled him to access deep
unconscious reserves of pleasurable power that
renewed his spirit.) 

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Am I delusional to
advise a perky, talkative Gemini like yourself to
enhance your communication skills? How dare I even
hint that you're not quite perfect at a skill you were
obviously born to excel at? But that's exactly what I'm
here to convey. The coming weeks will be a favorable
time to take inventory of how you could more fully
develop your natural ability to exchange information.
You'll be in robust alignment with cosmic rhythms if you
take action to refine the way you express your own
messages and receive and respond to other people's
messages.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Self-described skeptics
sometimes say to me, "How can any intelligent person
believe in astrology? You must be suffering from a brain
dysfunction if you imagine that the movements of
planets can reveal any useful clues about our lives." If
the "skeptic" is truly open-minded, as an authentic
skeptic should be, I offer a mini-lecture to correct his
misunderstandings. If he's not (which is the usual case),
I say that I don't need to "believe" in astrology; I use
astrology because it works. For instance, I have a
working hypothesis that Cancerians like myself enjoy
better-than-average insight and luck with money every
year from late July through the month of August. It's
irrelevant whether there's a "scientific" theory to
explain why this might be. I simply undertake efforts to
improve my financial situation at this time, and I'm often
successful.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Here are some of the fine
gifts you're eligible for and even likely to receive during
the next four weeks: a more constructive and fluid
relationship with obsession; a panoramic look at what
lies below the tip of the metaphorical iceberg; a tear-
jerking joyride that cracks open your sleeping sense of
wonder; erasure of at least 20 percent of your self-
doubt; vivid demonstrations of the excitement available
from slowing down and taking your sweet time; and a
surprising and useful truth delivered to your soul by
your body.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): During the last three
months of 2018, I suspect you will dismantle or
outgrow a foundation. Why? So as to prepare the way
for building or finding a new foundation in 2019. From
next January onward, I predict you will re-imagine the
meaning of home. You'll grow fresh roots and come to
novel conclusions about the influences that enable you
to feel secure and stable. The reason I'm revealing
these clues ahead of time is because now is a good time
to get a foreshadowing of how to proceed. You can
glean insights on where to begin your work.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A reader asked Libran
blogger Ana-Sofia Cardelle, "How does one become
more sensual?" I'll ask you to meditate on the same
question. Why? Because it's a good time to enrich and
deepen your sensuality. For inspiration, here are some
ideas that blend my words with Cardelle's: "Laugh
easily and freely. Tune in to the rhythm of your holy
animal body as you walk. Sing songs that remind you
why you're here on earth. Give yourself the luxury of
reading books that thrill your imagination and fill you
with fresh questions. Eat food with your fingers. Allow
sweet melancholy to snake through you. Listen
innocently to people, being warm-hearted and slyly
wild. Soak up colors with your eager eyes. Whisper
grateful prayers to the sun as you exult in its gifts."

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): "If people aren't
laughing at your goals, your goals are too small." So
says bodybuilder Kai Greene. I don’t know if I would
personally make such a brazen declaration, but I do
think it's worth considering—especially for you right
now. You're entering into the Big Bold Vision time of
your astrological cycle. It's a phase when you'll be wise
to boost the intensity of your hopes for yourself, and
get closer to knowing the ultimate form of what you
want, and be daring enough to imagine the most
sublime possible outcomes for your future. If you do all
that with the proper chutzpah, some people may indeed
laugh at your audacity. That's OK!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): This mini-chapter
in your epic life story is symbolically ruled by the
fluttering flights of butterflies, the whirring hum of
hummingbird wings, the soft cool light of fireflies and
the dawn dances of seahorses. To take maximum
advantage of the blessings life will tease you with in the
coming weeks, I suggest you align yourself with
phenomena like those. You will tend to be alert and
receptive in just the right ways if you cultivate a love of
fragile marvels, subtle beauty and amazing grace.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): I swear the
astrological omens are telling me to tell you that you
have license to make the following requests: 1) People
from your past who say they'd like to be part of your
future have to prove their earnestness by forgiving
your debts to them and asking your forgiveness for
their debts to you. 2) People who are pushing for you
to be influenced by them must agree to be influenced
by you. 3) People who want to deepen their
collaborations with you must promise to deepen their
commitment to wrestling with their own darkness. 4)
People who say they care for you must prove their love
in a small but meaningful way.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You will never find an
advertisement for Nike or Apple within the sacred
vessel of this horoscope column. But you may come
across plugs for soul-nourishing commodities like
creative freedom, psychosexual bliss and playful
generosity. Like everyone else, I'm a salesperson—
although I believe that the wares I peddle are
unambiguously good for you. In this spirit, I invite you
to hone your own sales pitch. It's an excellent time to
interest people in the fine products and ideas and
services that you have to offer.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Would you do me a
favor, please? Would you do your friends and loved
ones and the whole world a favor? Don’t pretend you're
less powerful and beautiful than you are. Don't
downplay or neglect the magic you have at your
disposal. Don't act as if your unique genius is nothing
special. OK? Are you willing to grant us these small
indulgences? Your specific talents, perspectives and
gifts are indispensable right now. The rest of us need
you to be bold and brazen about expressing them. a

HOMEWORK: TELL A STORY ABOUT THE TIME SPIRIT
REACHED DOWN AND ALTERED YOUR COURSE IN ONE
TRICKY, MANIC SWOOP. FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM  

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Natural Grocers on 6/27/2018.

TROMBINOS

You sat with your family at a table across from mine from

about 8:30 to 10. Seems like we were constantly

exchanging glances and I saw you look back as you left.

Interested?

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Trombinos bar on 7/9/2018.

NATURAL GROCERS BY DAIRY IN BACK

Mid-afternoon, slender man in tan shirt and slacks, going

white like me, in denim outfit with garden tan. You got

sauerkraut, looked back at me with gentle smile. Wanted

to say "hi" but vision issue in way of easy exchanges that

day. Looking for in-depth conversation in this world gone

tweeting. Getting into farm truck when you left in station

wagon. Would so enjoy finding out what's behind your

lovely smile.

Legal Services

START BANKRUPTCY FOR $0.
Lawyer Advertisement. Start
Bankruptcy For $0 Down | 100%
Free Consultation – Hurry |
McCookLawFirm.com | (505)
600-2550

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY $200
Payment Plans Available STOP
garnishments NOW 505-688-
0070

Home Services

COMPANION SERVICES
Independent companion seeking
new clients. $14 an hour,
includes taxes. Transportation,
housecleaning, help with bills,
more. For ages 55 and older. Call
All-Heart Senior Services LLC @
(505) 306-9387.

Handyman Services

SWAMP COOLER EXPERT Repair
or Replace Properly By Norm

(505) 270-3229
Bonded/SelfInsured/Conscienti
ous

Photographic Services

w
AFFORDABLE
PHOTOGRAPHY

www.davidmartinezphotography.
com

Buy/Sell/Trade

LOST PAINTINGS - REWARD 2
winter landscape paintings
signed 'CRC' by grandmother
Consuelo. Accidentally donated
& sold at SAVERS early 2018.
Great sentimental value. Please
call, message (505) 292-9112

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make

Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Education/Instruction

w
MUSIC LESSONS AT
HOME Private lessons in

your home. Guitar, ukulele, or
piano. $35 per half hour lesson.
First lesson is FREE! 12 years
teaching experience and a
music education degree.
HomeMusicTeacher.com for
details or call/text 404-718-
9894.

Announcements

w
EARTH-FIRSTERS ?? An
endangered species needs

your help. Call 505-433-9823
to find out how you can. Make a
difference

Studies

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Seeking people 21-50 yrs. old

who have experienced domestic
violence, rape, sexual assault, or
severe physical assault. Study
involves two appts. at UNM.
Participants receive financial
compensation. Visit
https://rebrand.ly/CASAAstudy
to see if you qualify. Call 505-
925-2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for more
info.

SECONDHAND SMOKE
RESEARCH The UNM College of
Pharmacy is recruiting non-
smokers currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 19-50
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease. Two
visits (1 & 2 hrs) are needed.
You will be compensated for
your time. Call Allison Segovia
505-272-0578. HRRC #15-
033

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Rooms/Roommates

Downtown

w
ROOMING HOUSE

Looking for friendly,

kind, considerate people to
rent rooms in Barelas
rooming house. On bus route,
8 single rooms share 2
bathrooms and kitchen. Rent

Wellness

NEW PATIENT SPECIALS
Kneeland Dental Care welcomes
you! We invite you to visit our
brand new and cozy office,
where you will find friendly and
caring providers. Our special for
new patients: $99 for a
Cleaning, X-rays, and
Comprehensive Exam, will be
honored for the month of July. A
20 percent discount will be
applied to all treatments
completed in 2018. We are new
in the neighborhood and are
located at the corner of
Alameda Blvd and Corrales Rd,
near Satellite Coffee and
McDonald's. Making an
appointment is easy - call us at

(505)200-9399. You can also
visit us at
www.kneelanddentalcare.com 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
CUTTING DOWN OR STOPPING
YOUR DRINKING? The Mind
Research Network is currently
enrolling individuals ages 18-60
in a study of an experimental
medication that may help
people quit drinking. The study
involves 7 visits over seven
weeks and study participants
will receive up to $250 for
completing the study. If you are
interested, please call 505-309-
0652 or email 20-018@mrn.org

Licensed Massage

ENCHANTMENT THERAPEUTICS

Employment

OFFICE ASSISTANT This
position is the front line of The
Ayurvedic Institute. This
position is full time and
performs various duties that
include customer service,

email correspondence, math
transactions, communication, 10
key computing, processing
registrations, filing, processing
paperwork, managing phones,
data entry, overseeing doctorâs
schedule, daily reconciliation of

Body & Soul

receipts, cashiering, balancing
cash drawer. 

Opportunities

w
EASY MONEY You need 1.
a cell phone, 2. to be FED

UP WITH ROBO-CALLS and 3.
learn how to identify
telemarketers. For more info
www.call-childress.com 505-
433-9823 I SUE
TELEMARKETERS 

is $425/m (util included),
$150/dd with m2m lease.
Interviews done on Fri/Sat.
For more info, call 505-379-
1677 PLEASE DO NOT TEXT 

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

Peace of mind and body stress
and pain be gone. Massage
Head to Toe warm stone
aromatherapy trigger point hot
towels soothing music strong
hands foot and scalp massage
free with haircut for men women
and free haircuts for children
Sandy (505) 322 -9607
Schedule today 

DOWNTOWN FOOT & BODY
MASSAGE 508 Central SW,
505-730-9552. LMT #5694  

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching. I
am a Certified Tantra Educator,
Professional Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for

detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 LMT #2788

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Are you
strugglilng with COMPULSIVE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR and WANT
HELP? Call (505) 510-1722 or
visit www.abqsaa.org

Spas

w
MALE WAXING STUDIO
The Only Male Waxing,

Grooming, & Massage Studio in
ABQ. ManScaperSpa.com to
Book Online! Text 505-750-
1498. Men's Waxing &
Grooming Everything from your
Head to your Toes! Back Wax
Only $45, Manzilian Only $60
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Childhood illness with
swollen glands

6 Goes on and on

11 Some NFL All-Pros

14 Actor Ulrich

15 Tibet's neighbor

16 Questionable Twitter
poster, perhaps

17 They read a lot of stories
out loud

19 Historical division

20 French vineyard
classification

21 Feeling not-so-great

22 Be blustery

23 Ruler who lost her head in
1793

28 St. crosser

29 Cone or Cat preceder

30 Ripken of the Orioles

31 Stamp for an incoming
pkg.

33 Football broadcaster
Collinsworth

36 Purplish flower

40 Food and wine publication
that went completely online in
2009

43 Cosmetician Lauder

44 Orange-roofed chain,
familiarly

45 Nefarious

46 Genesis craft

48 "You've Got Mail"
company

50 Addams Family cousin

51 Phrase often seen after a
married or professional name

57 Passable

58 Battery option

59 Nest egg, initially

60 Cleveland player, for short

61 Got out, or followed the
same path as the theme
answers?

66 Gibbon, for one

67 Tooth type

68 Spine-tingling

69 Pot top

70 Goes after flies

71 Bottom-of-the-bottle stuff

Down

1 Web portal with a butterfly
logo

2 Plucked instrument

3 "Give me some kitten food"

4 Joe of "Home Alone"

5 Long looks

6 Party org. gathering last
held in 2016 in Philadelphia

7 Take another swing at

8 Speed skater ___ Anton
Ohno

9 Flavor for some knots?

10 Mercedes roadsters

11 Orange character from the
'80s who appears in "Wreck-It
Ralph"

12 Sacha Baron Cohen
character

13 Music festival area

18 Subtle meaning

22 English-speaking country
of Central America

23 Selma's sister

24 Some Chevy hatchbacks

25 Director's option

26 Part of WNW

27 "The Lion King" heroine

32 Fanciful

34 "As I see it," in a text

35 He cohosts "America's
Game"

37 Bon Jovi's "___ on a
Prayer"

38 Novelist Loos

39 Boston team, briefly

41 Paltry

42 Any of the kids searching
for One-Eyed Willy in a 1985
flick

47 Onetime capital of Poland

49 Domineered, with "over"

51 Like the main point

52 Giraffe relative with striped
legs

53 Was delirious

54 Undefeated boxer Ali

55 Pester with barks

56 Word after smart or
mineral

61 Text type

62 7, on a rotary phone

63 Cinnabar, e.g.

64 Costume shop purchase

65 "Castlevania" platform

©2018 Jonesin' Crosswords

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

"Urban Sprawl"--this town needs more room!BY RYAN NORTH
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